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involved a general appraisal of the G.  I. Bill as well as the design 
of specific post-service alternatives. 
Results indicate that the post-service G.I. Bill  represented 31% 
of an enlistee's compensation in 1943 versus 20% in 1973; a variety 
of substitute for the post-service G.I.  Bill are feasible; as an 
enlistment incentive,  the post-service G.I.  Bill provides at most 
20,000 Army high school  graduates and costs at least $1B. 

Recommendations real ting from this study are: develop new approaches 
to attract the 19-25 year-old high school graduate; organize and publicize 
a centralized in-service education package; settle the contingency plan 
for a post-service benefit. 
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EDUCATIONAL BBCFITS AT1ALYSIS 

ABSTRACT 

Prob t,em 

Serious consideration of the termination of post-service G.I. Bill 

educational benefits led to President Ford's May 1975 request for legis- 

lation to end benefits for future accessions„ 

The Department of Defense, therefore, required an assessment of the 

impact of 6.1. Bill termination on Service accessions and a means for 

measuring the relative costs and benefits of alternative educational pro- 

grams. At the outset of the Educational Benefits Analysis, evidence could 

be found to support, impact estimates anywhere within the ranqe of 3 to 

60 percent. 

Approach 

Systematic modeling was undertaken to explain and quantify the mecha- 

nism by which the 6.1. Bill operates as an incentive. Three models were 

developed to address motivation,  the queue,  and ooetc arid comparative 

benefits  — and to integrate respective find'ngs. 

The motivation model,  or micro analysis, involved the organization of 

both incentives and individuals into groups and scales. This organization 

of quantitative attituc^'nal data employed statistical procedures which 

include factor analysis, indices, 6uttman scaling, correlation, the Auto- 

matic Interaction Detector (AID), and Exploratory Data Analysis. 

The queue model, or macro analysis measured personnel flows by means 

of the computerized Educational Benefits Model (EBM). The EBM first pro- 

cessed census estimates ir.to enlistment-proclivity groups and then into 

queue estimates. Information sources were the Census Bureau, current 

attitudinal surveyc, and the National Longitudinal Study, Termination 

impact was evaluated through four validating analytical methods, centering 

on an econometric macromodel. 
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Assessment of costs and benefits  involved a general appraisal of 

the G.I. Bill as well as the design of specific post-service alternatives. 

The general appraisal phase consisted of a trend analysis of the post- 

service G.I. Sill as a proportion of military compensation. The evalua- 

tion and design of alternatives were developed as a part of management 

support activities, conducted in the operational policy environment. 

Management support activities were an intergral part of the overall 

Educational benefits Analysis project. These activities helped the 

Analysis team maintain a policy focus and provided management with a 

number of analytical working documents. 

Results 

Cnst^ and Benefits 

* The post-service G.I. Bill represented 31" of an enlistee's com- 

pensation in 1948 versus 20% in 1973. 

- While in-service compensation became competitive with mili- 

tary jobs.    (See figure opposite) 

* A variety of substitutes for the post-service G.I. Bill are 

feasible. 

- Costs could range from $21M to S1.006M yearly. 

- Number of new users could range from 15,000 to 260,000 yearly. 

- Benefits to Defense could include a Reserve service eligibi- 

lity requirement. 

~    Administration could be hanoled by commercial  insurance. 

* As an enlistment incentive, the post-service G.I. Bill provides 

at most 20,000 Army high school graduates and costs at least Siii. 

- Thus, $50,000 per accession. 



$20,000 

$16,000 

$12,000 

$ 8,000 

$4,000 

'.:•/;••.• !| Veteran's Average G.I. 
11 Benefit ,i".\-'A 

Summation of In-Service Compensation 
Received for Three Years 

Summation of Median Male Income 
Received for Three Years (Ages 
20-24) 

$6,077 
$5,135 

$11,398 

$9,517 

$6,653 

$4,308 

$20,291 
r. >\ i ■ ■'. 

20%); 

80%! 

$15,114 

1947-1949 1950-1952 1968-1970 1972-1974 

The G.I. Bill as a Proportion cf Military Compensation 
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* 

The Queue 

If there is any serious concern for enlistment losses, it can 

be narrowed down to high school graduates for the Army. (See 

figure opposite). 

- The Army would be borderline for high school graduate require- 

ments even with the G.I. Rill. 

- The other Services should be able to make their self-stated 

high school graduate requirements even without the G.I. Bill. 

- All Services can make their total (graduate and nongraduate) 

requirements without the G.I. Bill. 

The best estimate is that G.I. Bill termination would deplete 

15% of the queue, if no management actions were taken. 

- Unper limit would be 21%. 

- Overestimates (40% to 60") of termination impact result from 

surveys of self-professed interest in the G.I. Bill. 

- Underestimates (3%) result by considering the G.I. Bill as 

a primary or independent enlistment incentive. 

Although G.I. Bill termination might increase reenlistment 

eligibles by 12%, this increase is probably not needed. 

- G.I. Bill seekers tend not to reenlist (odds vs. reenlist- 

ment are 7.6:1 compared to about 2.5:1 overall). 

Major changes in the national environment could alter impact 

predictions. 

- The present queue without the G.I. Bill would be comparable 

to the queue of a few years ano with the G.I. Bill. 

- In the I960's, termination impact was about 25". 

- Unemployment and the G.I. Bill are overlapping influences 

since the same people would be lost through a decrease in unemploy- 

ment as through G.I. Bill termination. 

VI 
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Queue 
(In 1000's) 

HS Grad Termination Impact 

2^ HS Grad Queue w/o G.I. Bill 

►—Service-state' HS Grad Requirement 

^—Service-stated Total  Requirement 
{Total  Requirements will be met 
by All  Services) 

i:' 

i 

ARMY NAVY MC AF 

Estimated ^cce^sion Queue for Male HS Graduates 
vs.  Stated Requi regents  for July 1975-Junp 1976 

kor i vaticn 

* Educational benefits are not in themselves major incentive factors, 

but rather -secondary motivators. 

* In-service education and post-service G.I. Bill benefits are cor- 

relative and are r.ost often cited in a package kvith three or 

more other incentives. 

* G.I. Bill seekers are generally old^r and differ from their peers 

in aspiration for advanced education. 

* G.I. Bill seekers are similar to their peers in distribution by 

intended branch of Service, and in their support of other enlist- 

ment incentive items. 

.' r-c 'r.cndat-'jn 

* The best mana<>e:neit options are tn; 

- Develop new approaches tc attract the 19-25 year-old high school 

graduate. 

- Organize and publicize a centralized in-service education package, 

- Settle the contingency plan for a post-service benefit. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

SPECIFICATION Of OBJECTIVES AND THE STUDY ENVIRONMENT 

In March 1975, HumRRO's Management Sciences Group (MSG) suggested a 

ccmpT'hensive study of the G.I.  Bill to its sponsors in the Office of the 

Assi    aM Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Reserve Affairs   (0ASD[M&RA]) 

Cr "<i)  6, 1975, a meeting was held between representatives of GASD (M&RA) 

and the MSG to discuss  the direction of future research efforts under 

HumRRO's Work Unit DRAMA.    At that meeting,  the following   Statement of Need 

and Ta^k Order were decided to be the guide for research which would esti- 

mate the impact of possible G.I.  Bill  termination: 

'Jtai-r-rwKt of Need 

There is an urgent requirement for OSD to have a current, compre- 
hensive and credible analysis of the impact of G.I. Bill termination on the 
supply of volunteers for military services. The analysis should also cover 
the costs and effects on manpower supply of alternative educational pro- 
grams which mcy be needed to sustain military strengths in event of the G.I. 
Bi'l termination. 

The need is urgent because 0MB has proposed to the President that 
the G.l. Ei'Il be terminated. Previous studies of the effects of the G.I. 
m]]  termination are out of date; none of the studies considered the effect? 
of va; ing employment levels; and the studies varied widely in their conclu- 
sion  oartly because the data base was inadequate. 

; .-.' :uö: Educational Benefit?, Analysis 

HumRRO will construct a special data base, develop the models needed, 
and perform the definitive studies needed of the costs and effects of educa- 
tional benefits, including the G.I. Bill and alternatives, as enlistment and 
renr,listment incentives. The task is expected to provide the data and analy- 
sis needed for the ASD(M&RA) to reach definitive findings and conclusions 
oü c.uch issues as: 

1. The loss in number, quality and population representative- 
ness of new enlistments, by Services, which would result 
from G.I. Bill termination. 

?..    The effect of G.I. Bill termination on the number of re- 
enlistments by Services. 

1 - 
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3. The effect of varying employment levels on the foregoing 
estimates. 

4. The marginal role of educational incentives in the con- 
text of other incentives. 

5. The variance between intentions and enlistment behavior 
among individuals who perceive the G.I. Bill and other 
educational incentives as a significant enlistment in- 
centive; conversely, the variance among those who do not 
regard educational incentives as important. 

6. The costs and comparative benefits of alternate educa- 
tional programs which may be needed to sustain military 
strengths in event of G.I. Bill termination. 

On the next day (May 7, 1975), President Ford declared the formal end 

of the "Vietnam Era" and issued a proclamation terminating non-legislated 

wartime benefits for new military recruits. At the same time, the President 

sent to Conqress legislation which would set June 30, 1975 as the final date 

on which an individual enlisting in the military could qualify for educa- 

tional benefits under the G.I. Bill. 

The " ...urgent requirement for OSD to have a current, comprehensive 

and credible analysis of the impact of G.I. Bill termination..." became 

even more urgent, therefore, as events began to unfold. In the period im- 

mediately following the Presidential request for termination, there arosa a 

strong operational need for a decision structure which would array current 

policy alternatives in an evaluative format. To facilitate the systematic 

analysis and comparison of decision alternatives -- within the atmosphere 

of uncertainty regarding Congressional action -- it also became desirable 

for the MSG to provide requent consultation and management support activi- 

ties to 0ASD(M&RA). These activities were directed at maintaining current 

information about educational benefit policy options, and setting suitable 

strategy to counteract the effects of possible termination. 

The present research was conducted to satisfy the need for credible 

information within the environment of imminent termination. It is an 

interdisciplinary effort to model the impact on Service accessions of 

possible termination of G.I. Bill educational benefits. Appropriate new 

analytical techniques and approaches have been developed and used. It is 

expected that further study of educational benefits will build upon the 

approach and results of this research. 

- 2 - 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION BASED ON PREVIOUS PAPERS 

f!>idorsenmt of Education as  1,1 Incentive 

t'urveu research  over the past twenty-six gear's shows   that the moit 

JVY.■?•'. n'..l\; endowed, reasons for enlistment ir. the Armed Forcer were re- 

! o ■'■■ (luea 11 on an d tra' ni ng. 

In 1949, the Armed Forces Information and Education Division con- 

da fed open-ended interview surveys of Army and Air Force recruits, in 

order to collect information regarding the most important reasons for en- 

listment.    In both Services, the opportunity for advanced education was 

cited as the most important enlistment incentive. 

Since 1949, numerous surveys designed to specify motivators for enlist- 

ment have shown the importance of general education and training incentives.    A 

list of several significant surveys and the relative importance attributed 

to education in each appears in Table 1.1.    It should be noted, however, that 

the types of responses requested were not always consistent among surveys. 

Therefore, these resjlts can not be compared on the basis of frequency 

measures or construed to be indicative of any historical  trend. 

.'.   Bill ar,  (Me Op pc v t;"-."'ty for r'auocti'on 

Although there is a historical stream of survey data which indicates 

the relative importance of educationally-defined incentives for enlistment, 

there is no evidence to support the conclusion that (importunity for advana I 

■-. ■;*-.'en and training is always  associated with the  7.1.  Bill.     In fact, 

Loth previous-"7    and current-     analysis suggest that a distinction between 

education" and "G.I.  Bill" may exist in the results of surveys which list 

both a°. reasons for enlistment.    In addition, it is not altogether clear 

U-u. the    "G.I. Fill" is exclusively associated with post-service education. 

'■i true that the G.I.  bill  is usually defined as a veteran's benefit, and 

■A iyibil ity is e'etennined by completion of a specified term of active 

•'        sher and Harford (1974) and Kriner, Orend, and Rigg (1975). 
c>   i further discussion of this theory, see Chapter 2,(Organisation 

i" e-iti ves). 
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Table 1.1 

The Endorsement of Educational  Enlistment Incentives in Surveys Over Time? 

Source rear of 
Analysis 

Data Att. ibuted Influence of 
Educational  Incentives 

05D, Armed Forces Information and Education 
DMston, Attitude Research tlra-ch. Seasons 
for Enlisting:    Army Recruits  Enl is t ino"in 

MS.- 

1949 Survey of 1584 Any 
En1 -'s tees 

i\X of enlistees endorsed "ocrorturify  for 
advanced education" as havlnj most influence 
on enlistment decision;  highest among a'i 
categories of open-ended response. 

0S0, Armed Forces Information and Education 
Division, Attitude Research 3rancn, F   .sons 
for Enlisting:    "<ew Alripen Enlistina  '.. 
February,  19«, 

1949 Survey of 705 Air Force 
Enlistees 

47« of enlistees endorsed "c;-portunity for 
advanced education" as most  i .»port ant; 
highest among all   categories   )f open- 
ended response. 

Bureau of Naval Personnel, Navy Recruit- 
ment Survey. 

1567 Survey of 2,618 '".'.ivy 
Enlisted Men 

S4i. of personnel endorsed "opportunity for 
advanced education"; most oft°n cited reason 
from structured list of 12 reasons. 

8ureau of Naval Personnel. 1968 Recruitment 
Survey:    Motivational Factors Influencing 
Enlistment DecisTon 

1968 Survey of 2.326 N.;vy 
Enlisted Men 

85? of personnel endorsed "onDorturtty for 
advanced education"; most often cited reaso" 
from structured list of 12 reasons. 

Institute for Social Research, University of 
Michigan, Young Men Look at the Military 
Service:    A Preliminary Seport ("rcutn  in 
Transition Project) 

1970 
(1969) 

Nationwide Longitjdinal 
Survey of 1,79« boys 
nearing high scfioo' 
graduation (titird follow- 
up of original saTple). 

43.8* endorsement of "The government agrees 
*o pay for up to four years rf College.... 
'i return for four years of a.tive duty", 
mjrgir oi •* to 1 over second-ranked incentive 
of "nilitary pay comparable to civilian pay." 

Institute for Social Research,   University 
of Michigan, Young Men and Military Service. 

1972 
O970) 

Longitud'rai  Survey pf 
1,620 yo-jrg men.   me 
year beyond Hinn  ichool 
gradual'on (19701, 

.74,SS endorsement of   'The government agrees 
to pay for up to four years of college... 
in return for four years of active duty", 
second-ranked en  list of four incentives; 
first-ranked among higher enlistment pro- 
cltvity ccnort. 

Naval Personnel Research and Development 
laboratory. Personnel Reactions  to Incentives, 
Naval  Conditions,  and Exier-'-nces^''. .."): 
A Longitudinal toieamn 5Tü3y. 

1971 Survey of 6,795 Nivy Men 
(first sample) 

39: of personnel endorsed "opportunity for 
advance! education" as raving effect on en- 
listment;    third most cited reason from 
Structured 1'st of 11  reasons. 

Research Analysis Corporation, Evaluation 
Of the Modern Volunteer Airy  (M,'t! Froiram: 
Volume III.                                      " '    " 

197? Survey of 2.801 Army 
Personnel at six 
Selected Installations 

18t of E1-E3 personnel endorsed "opportunity 
for advanced educatiun" as most Important 
reason for enl ist.nent;  <ecen<l-rarked (15*) on 
structured list of 10 reasons among all 
High School graduates. 

Amer1c«n Institutes for Research. Naw Carver 
Motivation Programs in ar AH-lfolurte-'r" 
Condition:     I.    A CojnTTive "ao of -.icier 
Motivation, 

1973 Probing interviews of 53 
hign potential v,ity enlist- 
ees; 58 1™ poter .ial er- 
1 is tees; 2') poten"'a! 
Junior College enlistees; 
40 1c* potential   lun'or 
college enlistees. 

47t o' interviewees who did enlist cited edj- 
cat'O'-al benefits as an i-porfant factor, 
ranlel third of eleven reasons.    57    of those 
»no d'd "Ot enlist cited lim'tatlcs of edu- 
cational  benefits  as  dnterrert;  ranxed first 
Of" »leven reasons.     25    cf Junior Col""g" 
student, who saw recruiter cited e-.jc.'ttnnal 
benef'ts as 'mportant cos'tiye factor. 

American Institutes for Research.    A "■ t_j«j/_o_t 
Enperlmental   Incentives a.  i"  '"Hue*""  on 
Enllsti-vnt intftlo'.. 

1973 stratified sample of rV50 
yeung men   ice  It  to 22 
years (Glloert, "iy T'). 

Exper'nj'rtal   Education  incentives  rarier; 4 
and 5, by mean-rat i.-g, on  list of 17 e<r*ri- 
mcptal    ncentives  for enl isfment. 

«WPDAC.     Attitudes of Youth Tc*»rl_ M'jjtviry 
Se.-vice ln""tne~51T^Vo,TunV»"'r'T.-:■". 

19 75 

i.......    «1 

Si leert y"utr rur eys 
(MayJ«l   '.'-•■.* 
November ,?>,'2T 

"Cpportt.rity for advanced educatio-  i-e.  train, 
ing' ranked sixth on  list ?'  twelve nvs n s 
fn way  *"!;  rd**?1 fourtn  ;n nrv 7', *'«y 
NOK     2."V1V    ■2,    jn,1   -.JV    73;    '\~i~l~-~   .!•'•,•:,.    ;r 
iVyW f'rü-r.nked.     "uil'f    for G. '.  Sill 
rank, d tfth cf thirte -n r,>aS0ns  I* >,- ,   -* 
Among *»»perii»",tal   incentives,  'n:.-"t   •»■     ;r- 
volv'*g college  r^-ked 1  and .' on  li;'  o»   1^ 
proposed  inc"',t'" .<'■.   ltctaT  S4*r'.). 
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Table 1.1   (Continued) 
Thp Endorsement of Educational  Enlistment  Incentives  In Surveys Over Time 

Source Year of 
Analysis 

Data Attributed Influence of 
Educational   Incentives 

HumRRO.    A Further Examination of Enlistment 
Motivation and tfiiTTsposi {Tön of."i-my 
Applicants. 

19/5 
(1971-1973) 

Armed Forces Examining and 
Entrance Stations  (AFI ji) 
Survey data of non prior 
service personnel  entering 
active duty (FYl'->72 and 
FI19Z4). 

"Opportunity  for advanced education"  ranged 
first  for all  Service branches on  list  of 16 
reasons  for enlistment; G.I.  Bill   ranged  13 
(fY7A).    Advanced education ranked second 
(CT.  Bill  tenth) on  list of 12  reasons 
(FY7? sample). 

Opinion Research Corporation, Attitude', and 
Motivations Toward Enlistment Tn" the U.S. 'firm. 

1°74 
(197 1/197(0 

Nationwide sample of 1,517 
young men aged 1/  to 21 
years.   (Nov 73-Jan  74) 

56; noocollege, 691    quality" noncolle'.;e 
rateo G.I.  Sill  as   "very  Important"  incen- 
tive;  fifth-ranked   ;n list of 1? attractions 
to the Army. 

HARDAC, Major Findings  From the "ay 1974 
Gilbert TOutR Survey of Attitudes  Toward 
Military Service. 

19/5 
(1974) 

üilhert  Vouth Survey, 44X of those with an enlistment probability 
greater than 60" cited "Benefits and Educa- 
tional Opportunities' as strong enlistment 
influence; ranked first on list of H 
"Aspects of Military";  ranked first also 
among 40-60Ä enlistment probability sainole. 

HARDAC, Preliminary Results of the September 
1974 AFEfS 'Survey. 

1974 Af'EES Survey data of non- 
prior service personnel 
entering active duty 
(Sept 74). 

"To get more education while in service" 
ranked second on  list of 10 most  important 
reasons  for enlistment;  G.I.   Bill   ran-ed 
third  for all  Services  except Marine  Corns 
(ranked second).    '4i of enlistees  imita- 
ted they would not nsve enlisted without 
post-service educational assistance; 24. 
Indicated non-enlistment  in absence of in- 
service assistance;  proportional   Increase at 
levels of higher educational  attainment. 

HMOAC. Preliminary Results of the May 1975 
AFEES Survey. 

1975 AFEES Survey data of non- 
prior service personnel 
entering active duty 
(Ma^ 75). 

42's indicated "chance to cet a college 
education while in service" Strongly  influ- 
enced enlistment;  ranked  fourth on  list of 
14.    281 indicated G.I. Bill;  ranied 9 on 
list of 14 (total samole).    Cf all deterrent 
contingencies listed, elimination of G.l. 
Bill  ranked first on  list of 9  items;  ?]*, 
of enlistees claimed non-enlistment   in 
absence of G.I.  Bill. 

TRADOC. TRADOC Education  i'Vocational Oppor- 
tunities Survey (Trfflsy: 

1975 Survey of 2,631  Army en- 
listed personnel   (random) 
at 10 «elected installat- 
ions  (A£rjJ_-Mai 75). 

69". of personrel cited "promise thnt o 
soldier would be able to furtner his educa- 
tion wnile on active duty" as  a  definite 
factor  in enlistment  (reenl istnenO  ucision; 
E1-E4 personnel  and  fi rst-term personnel 
proportionately higher. 

USAREC, Amy REcrult Probe Survey (8). 1975 Survey  of  ! ,648 Ar-y  re- 
cruits enter-": er leaving 
the DFP and recruits en- 
tering active duty  in u"une 

LL7i- 

45 i of all  recnji'ts  indicated G.l. Bill was 
"firm part of enlistment contract".     23' 
if all   recruits  indicates  t"ev would 'Mncel 
if G.l.  3'11  was  terminated;  percentage'. 
Increase  i>-ong recruits at hig^e1' lev's 
of Intelligence and educational  achiev-vnt. 

SURVEYS DESIGNED TO SPECIFY 
MOTIVATORS FOR ENLISTMENT 
HAVE CONSISTENTLY DEMONSTRATED 
THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF 
EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVES 

«a 



duty — but it is also e btnefit which may be used while on  active duty 

in pursuance of "advanced education and training". The problem lies in 

the fact that even separate listings of "opportunity for advanced educa- 

tion", "opportunity for training", and "eligible for the G.I. Bill" do 

not necessarily indicate either exclusive or inclusive definitions. Even 

"learn a trade or skill valuable in civilian life" is not clearly distinc- 

tive in meaning from the possible reasons attributed to qualification for 

the G.I. Bill. Termination of the G.I. Bill would, for example, affect 

the opportunities for trade or skill training currently available -- both 

directly, by reducinq available support for training (other than MOS train- 

ing) and indirectly, by reducing the opportunities for supportive educa- 

tion such as PREP, OJT, higher education courses, or correspondence school. 

The Imputed Effect of G.i.  Bill Termination 

Previous attit.udinal surveys which specify the relative influence 

of motivators  for enlistment among both potential and actual recruits are 

available for evaluation. Statistical inference alone, however, cannot 

estimate the effects of G.I. Bill termination  on Service accessions. 

The problem of predicting changes in enlistment behavior is further 

complicated by the absence of a suitable precedent for analysis and the 

nature of the historical environment. In fact, interest in the G.I. Bill 

was minimal until discussions of the All Volunteer concept.-  In 1963, 

the Department of Defense actually opposed the reinstitution of Cold War 

G.I. Bill educational benefits -- on the grounds that such benefits would 

severely hamper retention programs (U.S. Congress, "Cold War G.I. Bill", 

1963, pp. 27-28). The G.I. Bill WO: viewed as a negative influence on the 

maintenance of a quality force. To accommodate the Pentagon, eligibility was 

extended to soldiers after they had completed two years of active duty 

(later reduced to 180 days) so that there would not necessarily be an incen- 

tive to leave the military (Starr, 1973, p. 238). Even the Gates Commission, 

which launched the volunteer force, exhibited indifference to the possible 

influence of G.I. Bill incentives on enlistment rates (U. S. President's 

Commission on an All Volunteer Armed Force, 1970). 

1/    Ironically, Title 38, United States Code, Veterans Benefits, (Chapter 
"3~4) lists "enhancing and making more attractive service in the Armed Forces 
of the United States" as the first "Purpose-' of education proqrams created 
under the G.I. Bill (38 USCS1651). 

- 6 - 
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Interest in the G.I. Bill and other educational benefits as en- 

listment incentives was restimulated by the "Youth in Transition" and 

Gilbert Youth Pesearch Surveys -- in which several education-related ex- 

perimental incentive concepts were shown to have high degrees of poten- 

tial attraction.-  Nevertheless, the majo^ issue here was how educa- 

tional benefits could be increased or modified to attract quality acces~ 

sions. The question of termination was never aaai'essed as a pert of the 

transition from war to peace and draft +o volunteer force. 

The philosophical justification and possible impact of G.I. Bill 

termination (in the peacetime al/.-volunteer environment) first received 

attention in the 1973 Interagency Task Force Report on the ''The G.I. Bill 

and the All Volunteer Force." The OMB-led Task Force recommendation for 

the discontinuance of veterans' educational benefits prompted several 

additional attempts to measure the effects of termination on volunteer 

accessions (e.g., Department of Defense, 1973; Eisenman, 1973). The pri- 

mary basis for computation in these papers, however, was previous survey 

data — collected, ir. an environment of continuing and expanding benefits  — 

and from which only broad confidence interval estimates could be- made. 

Although previous literature does provide a substantial amount of 

information regarding the importance attributed to educational benefits 

by potential enlistees,—  the utility of such information for the purposes 

of this research is limited. Questions regarding individual interpre- 

tations of G.I. Bill benefits and the possible effects of a "contraction" 

of educational incentives have never been adequately explored. 

In order to specifically address these issues, a systems perspec- 

tive of the educational benefits question was adopted. 

2/ As Johnston and Bachman note: "Nonetheless, we were singularly im- 
pressed by one finding. Considering the first choice of respondents, one 
incentive stands out above all others: 'The government agrees to pay for 
up to four years of college ... in return for four years of active duty.1 

This was selected by a margin of 4 to 1 over the second-ranked incentive, 
military pay comparable to civilian pay" (1970, p. 40). 
2/   Appendix B also summarizes previous relevant studies on the "quality" 
Individual, motivational evidence (relating to educational incentives), 
and the enlistment decision process. 

- 7 - 
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THE APPROACH:    SYSTEMS MODELING 

Often it is neither possible, nor desirable, to determine the im- 

pact of some policy action on a particular system through direct experi- 

mentation on the system itself.    In such cases,  it is usually possible to 

construct a model of the system upon which the appropriate experimentation 

can then be performed. 

Models, however, are of necessity only incomplete representations 

of the systems they are intended to proxy.    This becomes particularly true 

when the system to be modeled is quite large (as is the case in the Educa- 

tional Benefits Analysis).    The effect of terminating G.I.  Bill educational 

benefits can be modeled at a highly aggregate level -- the four Service 

Branches, or the Department of Defense -- or at a very fine disaggregate 

level -- that is, the individual's own particular set of personal character- 

istics, and their relationship to the incentive and motivational structure 

of enlistment/reenlistment decisions. 

There are distinct advantages to models constructed at each of these 

levels of aggregation.    Maava models, by dealing with statistical aggrega- 

tion, lend themselves to a quantification of the overall  impact of termina- 

tion policy.    The Educational  benefits Model  (EBM) was designed for this 

study to facilitate analysis of the impact of terminating post-s2rvice 

educational benefits on various populations.    The impact was then assessed 

for DoD as a whole, each Service separately,  for rr.c^, find !,igii school 

performance  levels. 

Although sucr macro analyses can calculate the dimensions of the 

problem, correlated nri.ero analyses are required for more penetrating esti- 

mations of problem area causes and solutions.    Tn Jealing at    the level of 

the  individual, for example, one can more fully comprehend the structure 

of incentive appeal among similar groups of potential enlistees -- and 

thereby design an appropriate educational benefits program to attract tar- 

get populations. 

While the macro and micro models were essentially independent in 

structure, however, they should not be viewed in an either/or context. 

In fact, each was used as a check on the results generated by the other. 

Th^'s mutually enhancing relationship between the two models  is depicted 

in Fiaure 1,1. 

- 8 - 
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"uemographic, 
proclivity, 
transition of 
proclivity, 
econometric, 
statistical 
analyses. 

Termination 
Impact 

Statements 

Individual 
Characteristics, 
Expectations, 
Motivation, 
and Enl istment 
Behavior 

COST 

"Social,    "~~~" 
Motivational, 
& Behavioral 
Science Theory, 
Surveys, and 
Statistical 
Analyses 

Extent of Need for 
Offsetting Management 
Policy Actions 

Insight into which 
Offsetting Actions 
Will be the Most 
Effective 

1 f 
Development of Cost/ 
Effective Offsetting 
Management Policy 
Action; 

Figure 1.1 Interdependence of Macro and Micro Models 
The Educational  Benefits Analysis 

in 
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Chapter 2 

ENLISTMENT MOTIVATION: Micro Analysis 

METHODS FOR MODELING ENLISTMENT MOTIVATION 

Methods for determining the impact of educational benefits policy 

may include controlled experimentation and the examination of historical 

evidence. There is no previous recruiting environment which parallels 

present conditions for termination, however, and experimentation on the 

system is neither feasible nor particularly desirable. In the absence 

of such methods, therefore, two phases of micro-analysis — concept and 

organization — were developed and applied to evaluate motivational and 

behavioral patterns. 

The Concept of Motivation ac It Relates to Educational Benefitc 

Measuring the impact of the G.I. Bill and its alternatives implies 

the ability to predict behavioral change -- that is, the various modifica- 

tions in behavior which can be expected to occur in either the presence or 

absence of those incentives. 

It is generally acknowledged that motivation is crucial for be- 

havioral change. It is often conceptualized as an "enduring energy system" 

of needs, drives, or motives which impel and sustain responsiveness. 

Incentive theories of motivation assume that this responsiveness can be 

changed and, in effect, determined by reinforcement conditions. Since the 

individual behaves largely in anticipation of reinforcing consequences, 

therefore, motivation can be regulated through the arrangement of in- 

centive aond'.ti on.\ 
The number and variety of motivating conditions which may influence 

enlistment decisions received considerable attention when discussions of 

the modern All-Volunteer Force first began.-  Statements regarding the 

effects of certain incentives should presuppose an understanding of the 

processes of behavioral change, however, and the relative, impovt&ice  of 

1/   During the draft era, mandate was used in place of motivation as the 
"primary regulator of enlistment behavior. Accessions above the basic core 
number of highly selt-mot^vated enlistees were entered through conscrip- 
tion. The issue of creating '\crvared 'nterect  among potential  quality 
recruits was not a major policy concern. 

- 10 - 
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certain inventives in causing enlistment. Simplistic evaluations of 

enlistment behavior often occur in the absence of such understanding, 

and certain incentives are erroneously identified as singular determi- 

nants of behavior: e.g., a "quality" man enlists in the Army because 

he wants to be eligible for G.I. Bill benefits when his term of service 

ends. Broad generalizations such as this, nevertheless, are incomplete 

descriptions of the true situation. 

For each individual, a variety of factors must be at work -- and 

each, to varying degrees, may influence or motivate enlistment behavior. 

A multidimensional function, )' ■= fd.,, x,,s xTi  ....-, ) -- where 7    re- 

presents enlistment behavior and x,  to x    represent a set of positive 

and negative influences on the enlistment decision -- is required to 

represent the relationship of motivating factors to the enlistment deci- 

sion. G.I. Bill benefits may interact with other motivators to create 

a complex of reasons for enlistment -- e.g., furtherance (and postpone- 

ment) of education, career development, job dissatisfaction, civilian 

insecurity, financial needs, upward mobility, personal advancement, 

etc. These factors, when combined, can produce a need situation strong 

enough to induce enlistment and result in a successfully completed term 

of service as goal-directed activity (education with educational assist- 

ance). Acting as enlistment incentives, therefore, educational benefits 

will combine with other personal, individual drives and perceptions to 

create the "motivating situation" -- as depicted in Maure 2.1. 

The Ovjanizw :>jr of ■■:  .'.W'v "jdel 

With a basic understanding of the multifarious dimensions and inter- 

acting variables of enlistment motivation, one can proceed to define 

those elements which fit intc the categories of the educational motiva- 

ting situation -- specifically, by .-'a: '.'.v':.*i ..■ r- . J: rc\sl: ':■*  among in- 

centives and cr-jw:.z:.>;<j   ' .:'.;;":.<.;".• into homogeneous groups. To achieve 

this end, analysis undertook both 'ue groupinq and scaling of Service 

incentives (vi'^-::'-o'i<  the G.I. Bill) tnd the grouping and scaling of 
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The "Motivatlng Situation" 

' 

Availability 
 ÖT  

Incentive 

* In-Service 
Benefits 

* Post-Service 
Benefits 

* Perceived Access 

Incentive 

G.I . ?111  Educattoml 
Benefits 

Individual 
tlLfc'l 
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Personal  and 
Fan] ly Nitds 
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U'^i tatiuns 
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of Use ~*~ 

''tr'.'f'ived C liqibil it.. 
Pre-en] ts*.">!"t plj'S; 
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-► 
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Figure 2.1    Edu: it 1 Benefits as Eil ist".one   Incentives 
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Motivation Behavior 

Societal & 
Experiential 
Influences 

Unemployment, 
Military image 

Service Incentives 

GI BILL 

caled/Ordered 

b Probably 
c Will 
d Enlist 
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Individual Motives 

Goal-Directed 
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Education 

Goal-Achievement 
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Figure °.2 The Organization of Enlistment Motivation 

DISAGGREGATE BEHAVIORAL CHANGE CAN BE 

EVALUATED THROUGH THE ORGANIZATION OF 

INCENTIVES AND INDIVIDUAL'S MOTIVES 
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individuals (according to enlistment motivations). The analytical 

model for this phase of research is depicted in Figure 2.2. 

By organizing incentives and individuals into groups and scales, 

insights were obtained regarding the degree of influence of educational 

benefit alternatives within  the set of incentives  and upon different 

sets of individuals.    The organization was accomplished by applying 

statistical models to quantitative attitudinal data. The statistical 

techniques chosen for this micro analysis were Automatic Interaction 

Detector (AID) for grouping individuals; Factor Analysis for grouping 

incentives; and basic crosstabulations, reinforced by Exploratory Data 

Analysis and Guttman Scaling, for ordering. The data sources were 

attitudinal surveys and the National Longitudinal Study (NLS) (des- 

cribed i,. Appendix C). 

A final major point is that longitudinal studies have been parti- 

cularly helpful in tracing the individual's conversion from attitude to 

behavior. This conversion from attitude to behavior and to changes in 

attitude usually involves more complex processes than are readily appar- 

ent in the results of cross-sectional surveys. An additional longitu- 

dinal perspective forms the conclusion of this chapter, therefore, to 

examine retroactive attitudinal change amona first-term Sen/ice personnel 

and to link reenlistnent intentions with original enlistment motivation. 

- 14 
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ORGANIZATION OF INCENTIVES 

Grouping of Incentives 

A Factor Analysis was designed to identify a grouping of reasons 

for enlistment among new recruits. The data were survey responses to a 

question, listing fourteen possible reasons for enlistment, which appeared 

on the May 1975 Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Stations (AFEES) 

questionnaire.- For each reason, the enlistee indicated the extent of in- 

fluence on the decision to enlist, using the following five-point 

scale: very much, fairly much, some, little, and none. Factor analysis 

was used to group the fourteen possible reasons for enlistment among en- 

listees entering the Services, and to identify the common structure of 

incentive appeal between Services. 

For each Service cohort, intercorrelation matrices were constructed 

for the fourteen item responses. Intercorrelation matrices were then 

factor analyzed, using the principal components factor analysis program 

in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Orthogonal 

varimax rotation of the principal factor solution was then performed for 

each Service to achieve a workinq factor structure of incentives. The 

resulting rotated factor matrix was then analyzed and evaluated for highest 

factor loadings and interpretatively labelt-d according to established 

relationships of strong incentives within each factor solution.-'  Service 

listings under interpretative labels appear in Tables 2.1 and 2.2; actual 

Factor vaiue computations appear in Tables 2.3a through 2.3d. 

The results of this Factor Analysis suggest several conclusions con- 

cerning the current structure of educational benefit incentives for en- 

listment. 

"To become eligible for the G.I. Bill" and "Chance to get a college 

education while in service" exhibit relatively weak loadings within factor 

solutions. In no instance may either incentive be said to dominate or 

1/ Criterion question: (Q.17) "While makinq up your mind to enlist, how 
much did each of these reasons influence you? Indicate the amount of in- 
fluence for each reason." 

£/ A minimum eigenvalue of 1.0 was used as a cut-off point for the select in 
of factors. Tin's explains why the Marine Corps solution of this data con- 
tains only four factors. It should also be noted that the percentage of ex- 
plained common variance was never less than 7.8 for any factor, and at least 
51.6 percent (Marines) of the common variance was accounted for in each of 
the Service facto»" solutions. 
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prevail among alternative incentives. That is, educational benefits 

are not a major incentive factor' for any branch of Service. 

There are noticeable differences in maximum-strength loadings within 

Factors (and among the Services) of the two educational incentives. The 

differences in the partner-incentives with which education benefits re- 

ceived highest weights may be seen in Table 2.2. Maximum weights between 

the "college education while in service" and "G.I. Bill" incentive cate- 

gories also differ among factors in the Navy and Marine Corps solutions 

(as seen in Table-. ^.3b and 2.3c). The overall differences in weights be- 
l ■' 

tween these two incentives was much smaller than had been anticipated.— 

If one is to assume -- from previous related research — that "advanced 

education" is equated with "in-service education" by survey respondents,— 

then current research may indicate increasing associations of in-semice 

educational opportunities with G.I.  Bill benefits  (and/or simple increasing 

patterns of Factor structure). The fact that a separate  in-servce ques- 

tion exists, is suggestive in itself to survey respondents that there is 

some difference between enlisting to "get a college education in service" 

and being "eligible for the G.I. Bill". That any similarity in structure 

should be made — despite th^s fact -- is noteworthy. 

Previous research also suggests that there may be a shifting pattern 

in the general structure of educational enlistment incentives.     Many indivi- 

duals who previously recognized the attractiveness of the G.I. Bill as an 

incentive for enlistment conceptualized it as u "personnel benefit" (Fisher 

and Rigg, 1974). Although G.I. Bill still correlates very well with "pay and 

benefits" incentives, the association is not as obviously strong as it once 

was. Similarly, where "opportunity for advanced education" was once highly 

2/ Studies by Fisher and Rigg (1974), Fisher and Harford (1974), and Kriner, 
urend, and Rigg (1975) of survey data through 1973 suggested primary differen- 
ces in interpretations of "G.I. Bill" and "opportunity for advanced education" 
by Service enlistees. The latter study, in fact, hypothesized that "advanced 
education" could be closely associated with in-service opportunities -- while 
the G.I. Bill was more exclusively a post-service benefit. 
2/   An alternative theory of interpretation could be that a distinction is 
made in the level of education implied by "advanced education" -- or that 
there is widespread lack of knowledge concerning the extent of G, I. Bill 
benefits. 
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Table 2.1   Enlistment Incentive Factors by Services 

Enlif.tment Incentive Factors 
1/ Corresponding Order- 

(Interpretive Labels) 
Army Navy Marine 

Corps 
Air 

Force 

Travel and Excitement 1 1 2 1 

Career Development 2 2 1 4 

Job Dissatisfaction 3 3 3 2 

Civilian Insecurity 4 5 4 5 

Monetary 5 4 N/A 3 

1/   cf.    Tables 2.3a through 2.3d for complete breakout of incentive 
weights by factors. 

Table 2.2   Position of Educational Benefit Incentives Within Factors 

Enlistment Incentive POSITION OF  EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS  INCENTIVES WITHIN FACTORS 

Factor 

(Interpretive Labels) ARMY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE 

GI 
Bill 

i : 
Service 
College 

GI 
Bill 

In 
Service 
Coll eye 

Bill 
In 

Service 
College 

Bill 
In 

Service 
College 

Travel and Exciteinert 6 7   ■ 4 
Highest 
Loading 

6 5 7 4 7 

Career Development 4 
Highest 
Loading 

3 
Highest 
leading 

6 5 6 5 
Highcci 
Leading 

5 3 

Job Dissatisfaction 6 4 S 3 
Highest 
Lc.idir.g 

10 6 4 3 

Civilian Insecurity 10 13 13 14 2 
Highest 
lO'ld'.K : 

7 1? 13 

Monetary 4 6 5 4 N/A N/A 3 
Highest 
1,adding 

4 
High at 
Loading 

EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT? ARE 
NOT A MAJOR INCENTIVE FACTOR 

- 17 
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Table 2.3a 

factor Analysis of Incentives 

BASE:  Army (AFEES, May, 1975) 

Incentives 

A. To do something different. 

B. To become eligible for the G.l. 
Bi-l I. 

C. To learn a skill. 

D. To travel and see the vorld. 

E. For the pay and benefits. 

F. To serve my country. 

G. Didn't 1 ike the job I had. 

H. To prepare for a later civilian 
job. 

I. I was tired of going to school. 

J. No good civilian jobs were 
available. 

K. I wasn't sure what 1 wanted 
to do. 

L. No chance for promotion in my 
civilian job. 

M. Chance to get coV^gc educuiion 
while in service. 

N. To be able to support myself or 
family. 

Factors 

T 

.23 .26 .10 

.25 .64 -.03 

.60 .11 .04 

.27 .04 .02 

.47 .00 .06 

.09 .03 .57 

.02 .68 .03 

.08 .03 .04 

-.11 

,li 

.06 

Eigenvalue 

Percent of variance 
accounted for 

Cumulative percent of 
variance accounted for 

.09 

.04    .05 ,74 

.56    .17    .07    .19   .002 

09 .23 

08 .08 

11 .13 

07 .61 

12 .22 

10 .01 

13 .10 

44 .06 

,10    .15    .41   .27 

.61  -.01 

,18   .09 

.17    .30    .15   -.03   .19 

,19    .03    .10   .47 

2.97   1.57   1.25   1.15  1.14 

21.2   11.2    H.9    8.2   8.1 

21.2   32.5   «41.4   49.6  57.7 

- T 
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Table 2.3l> 

Factor Analysis or Incentives 

BASE:  Navy (AFEES, May 1975) 

Incentives 
Factors 

A. To do something different. .64    .05 

B. To become eligible for the G.I. 
Bill. 

C. To learn a skill 

D. To travel and see the world. 

E. For the pay and benefits 

F. To serve my country 

G. Didn't like the job I had. 

H. To prepare for a later civilian 
job. 

I. I was tired of going to school. 

J. No good civilian jobs were 
available 

K. I wasn't sure what I wanted to do 

L. No chance for promotion in my 
civilian job. .04    .03 

M. Chance to get college education 
while in service. .28    .15 

N. To be able to support myself or 
family .09    .16 

,14   -.11   .26 

.35 .12 .19 .21 .002 

.23 .65 .01 .10 .03 

.45 .16 -.05 .08 .17 

.32 .06 -.02 .52 .12 

.45 .02 .06 .17 -.03 

.05 -.01 .60 .02 .12 

.02 .64 .04 .14 .09 

.09 .04 .04 .04 .39 

-.19 .12 .12 .39 .45 

.15 .02 .21 .05 .39 

.58 

,32 

,11 

.07 ,16 

.24  -.12 

,51 .08 

Eigenvalue 

Percent of variance 
accounted for 

2.84   1.46   1.35   1.17  1.09 

20.3   10.4 9.6 8.4   7.8 

Cumulative percent of 
variance accounted for    20.3   30.7   40.3   48.7  56.4 

-  19 
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Table 2.3c 

Factor Analysis of Incentives 

BASF.:  Marine Corps (AFEES, May 1975) 

Incentives 

A. To do something different 

B. To become eligible for the G.I. 
Bill. 

C. To learn a skill 

D. To travel and see the world 

E. F^r Ihr pay and benefits 

F. To serve my :-~^.^Ly 

G. Didn't like the job I had 

H. To prepare for a later civilian 
job. 

I.  I was tired of going to school 

J. No good civilian jobs were 
available 

K, I wasn't sure what I wanted       .05 
to do 

L. No chance for promotion in nv      .12 
civilian job 

M.     Chance to get aollega education -35 
while in service. 

N.  To be able to support myself or    .48 
familv 

.04 

.04 

.23 

Factors 

3 

13 .42 .10 .19 

26 .33 .05 .38 

63 .27 .06 -.05 

15 .54 .06 .13 

39 .36 .06 .36 

12 .54 .03 -.08 

01 .14 .60 .14 

59 .03 .05 .18 

04 .10 .01 .31 

22 -.09 .17 .43 

18 

.81 

10 

.01 

Cumulative percent of 
variance accounted for 

24.2 34.9 

37 

14 

.20 

jt 

Eigenvalue 3.38 1.50 1.23 1.11 

Percent of variance 24.2 10.7 8.8 7.9 
accounted for 

.3.7 51.6 

2C 
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Table 2.3d 

Factor Analysis of Incentives 

BASE:  Air Force (AFEES, May 1975) 

Incentive.-; 

1 2 

Factors 

3 4 5 

A. To do something different .64 .3.3 .02 . 09 .14 

B. To become eligible for tic  (7.7. 
Bill. 

.26 .15 .29 .12 .003 

C. To learn a skill .21 .003 .10 .60 .01 

D. To travel and see the world .55 .001 .14 .03 .10 

E. For the pay and benefits .23 .05 .58 -.02 .11 

F. To serve my country .34 -.03 .27 .15 -.15 

G. Didn't like the job I had .09 .66 .06 .02 .09 

H. To prepare for a later civilian 
job 

-.02 .08 .10 .69 .03 

I. I was tired of going tn school .06 -.01 .0] -.02 .35 

J. No good civilian jobs were 
available 

-.16 .20 .26 .09 .42 

K. I wasn't sure what 1 wanted 
to do 

.12 .16 -.01 .02 .55 

No chance for promotion in ay 
civilian job 

Chane: to get college   'uueatton 
while in scrvii'^. 

,03   .64   .16   .08   .14 

15   .15   .29   .22  -.06 

N.  To be able to support mvself 
or family 

-.01 ,07 .33 .12 .07 

Eigenvalue 

Percent of variance 
accounted tor 

Cumulative percent of 
variance accounted for 

2.68  1.58  1.32  1.16  I.IS 

19.1  11.3   9.4   8.3   8.0 

19.1  30.4   )9.8  48.: 56.: 

•1 - 
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correlated with career opportunities and valuable trades or skills, i.e., 

Career Development (fisher and Harford, 1974, pp. 20-23: Kriner, Orend 

and Ricg, 1975, pp. 26-27), the same association of "college education 

in-service" is not as obvious in current analysis. 

uc-al'-nq o:' Inacniiv>'\- 

Educational benefit' policy could be greatly simplified if each 

individual responded literally in the sense of a "hierarchy of needs," 

and one could discern precisely where G.I. Pill motivators appear in each 
i / 

potential enlistee's pyramid or ladder of incentive needs.--   If there 

were such a perfect ordering, it might also be possible to isolate those 

individuals who view educational benefits as '»','• on<   incentive to c;uise 

enlistment. 

The incentives presented in Table 2.4 appear to be well-ordered. 

However, this ordering is in ■ ;;;.••.-^a'-   form and does not represent the 

w-bh-onc  importance of incentives tc the individual. A statistical 

test -- Guttman Scaling -- is available to evaluate whether a set of 

questions can, in fact, be "scaled". Guttman Scaling was applied to en- 

listment incentives, trt no»,;, in an effort to determine if typfco, 

pyramidal patterns ex1':.! amon.j the various reasons for enlistment. The 

results shown in Table J.b verify that no typical erde1* of incentives 

operates for potential enlivtoe*. 

Until a hierarchy of enlistment incentives can be sorted for 

various populations, attempts to develop micro analyses will be incomplete. 

One workable alternative is to place a particular incentive in focus 

and subordinated group other incentives in a corresponding manner. 

Table 2.4 singles out G.I, Pill interest and subordinates other incen- 

tives to the G.I. Bill termination Question. Its major point is that 

G.I. Rill seekers are qrite similar to enlistees in oe'-.eral -- excent that 

G.I. Biil seekers have a ■ reat.er interest in in-Service education and a 

2  cf, for example, t-sc work of Abraham Fa;1ow, especially Motivation 
and Personal i ty (V.r/0;. 
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(somewhat surprising) lesser interest in skill training. The latter point 

suggests that the G.I. Bill has a special role in attracting a share of 

high quality personnel to combat arms skills. 

A third approach to scaling, as shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, sheds 

light on the relation between motivators and deterrents. A correlation 

was computed between the importance for being positively influenced by 

G.I. Bill eligibility cited by enlistees, and against enlisting if the 

G.I. Bill had been terminated prior to actual enlistment. The correlation 

value of -.46, although numerically larger than four similar pairings, is 

not particularly strong. Thus >• \7cr>.■••••;,.n. of the f..I. Lii 11 does not cor- 

relate strongly with ■■■,•,■>'■■ :■:  "in the f-vont of termination. 

- r 
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Table 2-4 

What Best Describes Why You Are Entering Military Service? 

Legend:   Entrants Who Answer "Def Not" to "Would you 
still have Enlisted if the GI Bill was Eliminated?" 

  Total Entrants 

Reason Proportion of flay 1975 Entrants fAFEES) 

0        10      20       30   35 

 1 i  + 
Chance to get college education 
while in Service .. IP.9 

12.0 

To learn a ski 18.2 

To De able to support myself 
or family 13.7 

.   14.6 

To become eligible tor GI Bill 1C. 

3J 

To prepare for a later civ'iTiar 
job 

9.3 

3.5 

For the pay and benefus 

To travel and see the world 

-7.9 
6.4 

6.6 

To do something different 

.-6.5 

5.C 

To serve my country 

7.1 

?.„ 6.3 

No good civilian jobs were available  ,2.3 
2.1 

I wasn't sure what I wanted to do 

Didn't like the JOL> i h,u 

No chance for promotiun in -fly .ivili. 
job 

I wai tired of going to school 

I- 1.7 
.-2.0 

.0.9 

.0.6 

, 0.8 

0.7 

0.3 

0.5 

28.3 

G.I. P'I'_L SEEKERS ARE COMPARABLE TO 
ThfclR PEERS i:i OTHER MOTIVATORS   J 
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TABLE 2.5 

Guttman Scaling of incentives 

Source:    NLS base year and first followup study of High School seniors, 
restricted to those who planned to enlist; twelve incentives 
measuring "very" versus "somewhat or not" important in help- 
ing decide to enter. 

Procedure:  SPSS Scaloqram Analysis: Subprogram Guttman Scale 

$lc tisti ca_l___Resu H 

* G.I.  Bill was 5th most cited of 12 incentives. 

* College-in-Service was 6th most cited. 

* 3" cited G.I. Bill  but 0 other incentives. 

8% cited G.I. Bill  with    1  or 2 other incentives. 

15Ä cited G.I. Bill with    2 or 4 ether incentives. 

]3% cited G.I.  Bill  with more than 4 other incentives. 

* Minimum marginal   reproducibility =  .7247. 

* Percent of scaling improvement =  .0821. 

- Coefficient of scalability =  .2982. 

Interpretati on 

• Reinforces the "secondary" role of educational benefits incentives. 

• In-Service education is on the heels of 6.1. Bill as an incentive. 

* Where the G.I. Bill is cited, it is most often part of a coalition 
of 3 or more other incentives. 

* There is a qenerous tendency to endorse incentives as "very important". 

* Incentives tend strongly not to line up in the same priorities for 

different people. 
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lable z.b   strength ot Enlistment Motivators 

Motivator 

To learn a skill 

For pay & benefits 

To prepare for a civilian .lob 

To be able to support myself or family 

To travel and see the world 

To serve my country 

Chance to qet college education in Service 

To do something different 

To become eiiqitic   f ../. B 

No good civilian jobs available 

I wasn't sure what to do 

No chance for promotion in present job 

Didn't like the job I had 

I was tired of going to school 

Source: May 1975. AFEES survey 

Mean Score 

Nc                     Very S.D. Importance         Important 

n                             4 
X88888XX8XX88X:3.5 0.96 

l#8888853#8»  .0 1.01 

&XX8S8S8S>Sa$2.9 1.30 

&aa88888888>2.9 1.43 

«XXXX88XHXfc2.8 1.22 

«X8XXXXX8K2.7 1.15 

«XXXXXXXXX2.7 1.42 

«XX88888» 2.6 1.32 

«X8888X882,< 1.44 

$888888:1.8 1.56 

«888» 1.4 1.40 

«XXKl.l 1.47 
88#< i.o 1.40 

■5*0.6 1J7 

OP AVERAGE FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS, THE 

G.I. BILL IS A SECONDARY MOTIVATOR 

Table 2.7 Consistency between Motivators and Deterrents 

MOTIVATOR 

Pay & Benefits 

Pay & Benefits 

G.I. Bill Eligibility 

Couldn't Find Work 

Wanted to Serve Country 

DETERRCNT 

PX Privilenes Cancelled 
!'ay Cut S50/Month 

G.I. Gill Cancellation 

Found Civilian Job 

War Was Declared 

-0.10 

-0.06 

-0.46 

-0.27 

+0.34 

Source: Individual answers to the May 1975 AFEES survey. 

ENDORSEMENT OF THE G.I. BILL DOES 
NOT CORRELATE WITH DETERRF.XF IN 

THL E'ENT OF TERMINATION 
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ORGANIZATION OF INDIVIDUALS 

Grouping of Individuals 

Assessment was focused on ti.e question: Whom does the G.I. Bill 

affect in the marketplaae9 

Answers to this question were sought through investigation of 

the response patterns of the prospective enlistees in the NLS Base Year 

sample. The object was to identify those characteristics in a respondent's 

background that best predicted how strongly the G.I. Bill was valued in 

the course of an enlistment decision. "Characteristics" were chosen 

from a variety of personal and rocio-economic attributes: parents' income 

and education, family size, race, size of community, intended branch of 

service, etc. Throughout this part of the analysis, the key variable is 

that percentage of the population being considered which rated G.I. Bill 

eligibility as a very important part of its enlistment decision. The results 

among several groups of people are summarized in Table 2„8. 

Table 2.8 

G.I. Bill ImDortance for Several Groups of People 

Proportion who S-iid  '>P 0.1.   BiM 
was a very important incentive 

39" 

671 
I-.";. 
21S 

5rr 

29S 

■>?:. 

50i 
3ft 

47: 
Ml 
21* 
3c: 

Cl asji ficatic n 

0. 

1. 

Overall 

EducatiD' 

Graduate 
Graduate 
Finish H 

ajLJLfv 
fron a 
from i 
gh Scr 

.1 

Jl 
fc 

oo1 

rt'.:d 

liior 
ur-y; 
but 

•:_t_ 

Co 
ir 
"0 

P_ 

11 

1 

ans  to 

ige 
•lle'/j 
jrther 

Attain 

2. P.v-jjnr-.' 

$7£00 to 
510,500 
over $18 

Incoc« 

it, :.n 
,• 51?. 
CJü 

r,o 

3. Race 

Black 
Mexican—/ 
White 

ver'c» 

4. Intended !'TV i  " ' 

5. 

Marines 
Army 
Air force 
Navy 

Grades 

Mov'ly E'i  through mostly C's 
Mostly A's  tr'ij.-.   I ft  A's  vi  1/2 B'S 
(,'? C's and 1/?  i-'j  through mcstiy below D 

40: 
37; 
3t: 

THE IMPORTANT SEPARATORS OF G.I. BLLL INTEREST ARE 

EDUCATIONAL PLANS AND RACE; LESS IMPORTANT ARE 

INTENDED SERVICE A.\O GRADES 

?7 - 
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Since grades and intended branch of Service show little fluctuation within 

classes, it follows that this information offers little explanation as to 

an individual's G,I. Bill interest. Each '"^racteristic of Race, Income 

and Educational-Level Planned, on the other ...nd, clearly differentiates 

between high-interest and low-interest individuals -- i.e., they contain 

substantial explanatory power. 

For a more penetrating and objective investigation of the explana- 

tory powers, the aggregate interaction of these variables and G.I. Bill in- 

terest was measured by use of the Automatic Interaction Detector (AID) 

technique. The output is schematized in the diagrams that follow. Though 

there are a number of ways of interpreting AID diagrams, the most relevant 

to this case is simply to consider the attribute used in forming the two 

"children-groups" as the attribute which best differentiates the G.I. Bill 

interest level of the "parent-group". These AID evaluations, diagrammed 

as Figures 2.3 through. 2.7, have an interesting pattern as to those 

characteristics which have large enough explanatory power to show up in 

the first levels of differentiation. In all cases except the Marine Corps 

prospects, educational plans are the overriding characteristic which dis- 

tinguishes G.I. Bill seekers from their peers, followed by socio-economic 

status and peer influence.-' There is also a message in the omitted char- 

acteristics, notably that G.I. Bill seekers are like their peers in school 

grades and as to preferred branch of Service. Although race is important 

and does enter the Army sort, the racial difference is overshadowed by 

educational plans and socio-economic status in the total picture. 

-  It should be noted that age differentiation was not considered here 
since the populations were all MS seniors. 

- 2R - 
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Block WIDTH corrcaponda to thr nwnrrr of 
people   («ham i'l  the  I ~jcr right 
hand sorrier of tk-? block). 

Block rfclGHT aorrcsponda tj rk.: ;•< e--Ktaqe 
of people expt'iwr ■'».■.? :'.*.';>.': 
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cr More 

«5 CONSIDER 
THE G.I. BILL VERY PPnRIW 
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Than 
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Figure 2.3.     Importance of G.I.  Bill   in  r.he Derisions 
of High School  Seniors Who Plan to Enlist 
in the ARMY 
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* Block WIDTH correspond* to tfce number of 
people   (ahem  in  the  lover right 
hand corner of tkv bi-^'k). 

* Block rtlGnT ?orreßpon.!.n  to  the percentage 
or people expveaai' ; mtt-'re** 
in tAie 3.J. Sill (s'tMn ai,?i>,» 
bkwl:,). 

36X CONSIDER 
TO 6.1. BILL \BW WORTACT 
TO TOIR BilSfifOT DECISION. r—  

fiijh School Seniors 

Who flan to Enliat 
100 

Figure 2.4.     Inportano": o+  1.1.  Gil1   in the Decisions 
of High School   >niorc_. Who Klan to Enlist 

Friends gi to 
Col.  or Work 

in the NAVY 

; THE NAVY FEATURE IS 
! PARENTAL AND PEER 

INFLUENCE 
> 

-  30 
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4 Block WIDTH corresponds  to  tr.u number of 
peoplo  (shorn  in  the  lr-jer rioht. 
hand oot'nor .jf th*i block). 

* Block HEIGHT i-jm jp< 
of vcopl 
in the 
block). 

J.I. 

472 (INSIDER 
THE 6.1, BILL VERY IMPGRTAfO 
TO THEIR EULISTf-EIT DECISION. 

Sigh School Seniors 
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Lr.o  Imereut 
r,how>\ 'jbrve 

5L 
Friends go to 
College 

63 

Importance of G.I.  Bill  in the Decisions 
of High School  Seniors Who PI a-1 to Enlist 
in the MARINE CORPS 
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Block WIDTH sotvenponJg to the nwber of 
people (shown in the loner Ft 
hand comer of the block!. 

» Block HEIGHT arrrei>ponde to 
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Figure 2.6. Importance of G.I.  Bill   in  ehe Decision? 
of High School  Seniors Who Plan to tulisl 
in tie AIR FORCE 
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* Block WIDTH corresponds to the number of 
people  (shown in loser right 
hand corner of block!. 

* Block rtlGKT corresponds to the percentage 
of people expressing interest 
in the Q.I. Bill (shc-jn above 
block). 

3K CONSIDER 
THE G.I. BILL VERY IfTORTKIT 
10 MIR EMLISTTEfT DECISiC*! 

High School Seniors 

Uho Plan to Enlist 

33% 
1 F Plan Technical 

'ahool or Less 
Education 

5EL 

22L 
Vhite 

Figure 2.7.    Importance of G.I.  Bill  in the Decisions 
of High School  Seniors Who Plan to Enlist 
(All Services Combined) 
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* THE LARGER GROUPS ARE 
LESS 6.1. BILL MOTIVATED 
(THE WIDER RECTANGLES ARE SHORT) 

** SERVICE DIFFERENCES ARE MINIMAL 
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Dealing 1 ndivldua Is 

For enlistment discussions, the ideal method to scale individuals 

would be a waitino line -- with those who are more reluctant in the resr. 

With some denree of confidence, this lineup has been achieved through the 

Educational Benefits (macro) Model (Chapter 3). There,the lineup of potential 

enlistees is estimated through the "Proclivity Derived Queue" compu- 

tation which transforms proclivity attitudes into positions in the queue. 

The essential feature of the queue model arises directly from the 

motivation concept of this chapter. This model of motivation as- 

sumes that attitude COP be measured; a parallel measurement of incentive 

appeal can be made; and, that these two tracks can be combined to trans- 

form attitude (proclivity) to behavior (queue position;. Therefore, the 

starting point for scaling individuals is their stated military inclination. 

Figure 2.8 shows degrees of military inclination for four cases: 

FY74 and FY76 entrants, with and without the assumption of termination. 

The results indicate that negative attitudes regarding military Service 

have declined substantially, and that the hypothesized termination of 

the G.I. Bill might cause military disinclination to climb back to the 

levels of FY74. 

The information to construct Figure 2.8 was derived from the May 

1973 and the May 1975 Gilbert Youth Surveys of proclivity for enlistment. 

These attitude measures capture the pulse of the population who are eligi- 

ble for military service.-  The respondents place themselves in one of 

five "attitude toward enlistment" categories: definitely not, probably not, 

don't know, probably will, or definitely will. 

Figure 2.8 was derived as follows. An individual who stated 

"definitely not" was placed at the far left of the index scale. To this 

group were added these responding "probably not;" resulting in a "probably 

not enlist, or lower" group. Mext, ehe "don't know" group was added, fol- 

lowed by the "probably yes" group (who are still counted as "possibly non- 

1/  In this sense, the total scenario of the military image, civilian alter- 
natives, perceptions of military opportunities, and advertising are cap- 
tured in tins proclivity vector. 
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military"). While this cumulative indexing has recognizable imperfections, 

it does allow a full view of degrees of non-military inclination, especially 

helpful for comparison purposes. 

Next, a corresponding distribution was constructed after an as- 

sumed G.I. Bill termination. Respondents were asked to adjust their pro- 

clivity toward the military, if necessary, to reflect their new attitude 

under the assumption of termination. In so doing, a fair percentage of 

individuals seemingly improved their proclivities under the hypothesized 

termination. In order to correct for this anomaly, such individuals were 

constrained to their originally stated proclivities. (Many of these 

individuals had quite logically said "Don't knew" as a reaction to G.I. 

Bill termination after having earlier said "I will (probably) not enlist.1') 

After this "diagonalization", the G.I. Bill termination information was 

treated in the same manner tr-   ::he original procr'vil ,ier-, to generate its 

cumulative index of no^-mi lit irv iocl ir.ai Ion. 

- Jb 
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REENLISTMENT INTENT VERSUS ORIGINAL ENLISTMENT MOTIVE 

Three questions led to an examination of the role of the G.I.  Bill 

in the decisions of first-term enlisted personnel.    First, how important 

was the G.I. Bill  in the individual's final enlistment decision, according 

to retrospective survey responses?    Second, how much counterbalancing 

impact has the G.I.  Bill  in creating greater enlistment demands as a 

negative influence on retention?   And, third, what is the trend, over time, 

in reenlistment decisions and their relation to the G.I. Bill? 

To provide answers to these questions, data were extracted from the 

1973 in-service Survey of Enlisted Personnel, and Exploratory Data Analysis 

procedures were applied.    Table 2.9 (a-c) shows pertinent re?ults.- 

For the first question -- retrospective importance applied to the 

G.I.  Bill  in an individual's enlistment decision -- Table 2.9a indicates 

that the G.I. Bill  is approximately in the middle (879) of selected single 

reasons for enlistment.    The proportion who select the G.  I. Bill -- 

879/5793 = 15.2% --  is also consistent with the set of impact estimates pre- 

sentedin Chapter 3.    Thus, according to this information, G.I.  Bill termi- 

nation might be expected to deplete every sixth or seventh potential 

enlistee. 

The counterbalancing impact of the G.I. Bill, through lower reenlist- 

ments, is also apparent in this data.    Table 2.9b shows that the odds 

against reenlistment are far greater among G.I.  Bill seekers than 

among any of the six other mot-ivition groves.     In fact, for G.I. 

Bill seekers the odds are 7.58 to 1 against reenlistment -- whereas the 
V odds for other groups are in the range of 2.90 through 0.63 to 1.- 

1/   The "effects analysis" in Table  2.9 is a simple and relatively new pro- 
cedure, described in the subsequent discussion. 

2/   The measure of adverse odds was chosen because Exploratory Data Analysis 
suggested that this provided a better fit than the more customary measure, 
the probability of probably reenlisting. 
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Further clarification concerning the counterbalancing effect of the 

G.I. Bill upon reenlistments can be found in Table 2.9c. In this "effects 

analysis" the G.I. Bill effect is seen to add 5.10 to the overall 

odds of 2.48 -- giving anti-reenlistment odds of 7.58. A comparison of 

the G.I. Bill with the other six principal motivators shows that the G.I. 

Bill is conspicuous as a negative inducement to reenlistment. 

The row effects in Table 2.9 indicate that people in the first year of 

service (0-1 case) tend to say they will reenlist more than do persons 

in the following years; with a definite reenlistment adversity (4.52) in 

the second year of service. This merely reaffirms known reactions to mili- 

tary life. However, the departures or residuals  from the pattern are 

rather revealing. For example, the residuals on the G.I. Bill seekers are 

much more pronounced than for any other principal enlistment incentive. 

The residual of -1.91 in the first year suggests that S.I. Bill seekers 

are more positively motivated when they first enlist. This is con- 

sistent with the otherwise paradoxica1 motivation of G.I. Bill seekers: 

Why should a person who wants to attend college enter the Service 

in the first place -- unless the individual desires only to postpone 

further education? Thus, that individual might seem more favoraole to the 

military (lower non-reenlist odds) at first, but progressively becomes 

eager to .eave. Another way of observing this rather intricate phenonenon 

is to note that for this data, the overall odds are 2.48 to 1 against re- 

enlistment; while among G.I. Bill seekers, the odds are 5.10 tore thin that, or 

7,58 against reenlistment; and finally, among G.I. Bill seekers who have 

started their fourth year of service, the odds are another 0.92 + 0.30 

greater, or 8.30. (Thus the original entfy is decomposed as the sum of 

the common value plus the column effect plus the row effect plus the 

[interaction] residual.) 

Table 2.9b also shows that G.I. Bill seekers are  almost diametri- 

cally opposed to "advanced education" seekers in the lineup of reenlist- 

ment odds. Those who chose "advanced education" in the forced choice 

against "G.I. Bill" must be mere career oriented and satisfied that they 

can advance academically in-Service. 

These measurements seem to dramatically support the intuitive hypo- 

thesis that the G.I. Bill negatively infTuences reenlistments. It can 
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fahle 2.9 

Reenlistment Intent vs First Reisen for Entry into the Military 

a. Cou nts l irsc reason cor  hntr y   Int .o  the ! 111itary (Retros pective appraisal) 

YOS Pro'.?.1-' V G.!. Skill Trt..vtl Lik e Gu;u    r t.( 'otici Mvei.r, -i Pay Total 
Re enli- t Bill E^JCct on 

0-1 Ye« 20 139 86 17 67 169 32 533 
No 9/ 208 i'm 36 51 131 18 674 

1-2 Yes 36 136 Ci; 28 111 i •: • ■13 597 
No 35b 390 272 "11 K6 203 51 1,467 

2-3 Yes 35 101 IK 14 119 114 36 534 
No 2o8 300 214 10 176   ' 103 16 1,087 

3-4 Yes 10 39 7; 12 76 66 21 301 
Nc 88 165 161 21 96 r:-1 7 600 

879 1 ,484 1,1 202 ?26 ,793 

b. Odds of not rc?nlisting 

0-1 4.85:1 1. '0 ]         1.37:1 1.S3 1 0.81:1 0.7;::1 9.56:1 1.26:1 
1-2 9.86:1 2. 91 1         2./8:l 1.97 T 1.3>:1 1 .49:1 1.19:1 2.46:1 
2-3 6.80:1 T 1         1.84:1 2S(< 1 l.'-8:l 0.5'i;l 0.46:1 2.04:1 
3-4 8.80:1 4 . 1         2.16:1 1.76 1 1.2c:; 0.93:1 0.29:1 1.99:1 

Row ?i Column 
Effects !« ResidjuH (Effect Analysis) 

0-1 
1-2 
2-3 
3-4 

Columr. Effect:      +5.10 

Colurv.n Fit: 

Source:     1973 Po9 Ir.c-£ rv i ^r Sat 

-1.91 -o.bi:- + 0.3:1 
+1.76 ■0.52 + 0.17 
-0.77 +0.08 -0. 2ü 
+0.92 + 1.02 -0.24 

+5.10 +0.43 -0.3 ) 

7.58 2.90 y oc 

+0.42 -0.4, + 0.59 
-0.88 -0.4,» -C. 1 3 
+0.94 +o. :■ 7 -0.10 
-0.48 -0.26 -0.36 

Row Effect I'r.vf lit 

+0.75 -0.82 1.66 
+0.01 +0.52 3.00 
-0.16 -0.0! 2.47 
-0.6*1 '0.3" 2.7::! 

-0.66 -1.17 

1.01 

-1.83 

0.6? 

(CO"":on  V.ili. fe ) 

* ?Of1L h.    OF Fit 'ST-TLW.RS "ECALL 
THE S.I.  pil_L. AS A FIRST REASON' 
FOR F.NTRY 

*  I HP 
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1 OVERALL. BUT /.t:J  nip i'i.1, 
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easily be calculated from Table 2.9  that elimination of the G I. Bill 

might increase the pool of potential fi>st-reenlistments by  12 percent. 

Yet, when quality reenl istment apolicait? in the appropriate skills ex- 

ceed reenlistment ouotas für those skills, as is currently the case, 

this ]'d% boost for those skills is not needed. 

- -H. - 
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Chapter 3 

Queue Estimates: Macro Analysis 

STRUCTURE AND LOGIC 

Model Overvic 

The Educational Benefits Model (EBM) was designed to serve a? an 

operational vehicle for evaluating various educational benefits policy 

alternatives in terms of their impact on the overall effectiveness cf the 

military force. A conceptual representation of the EBM is presented in 

Figure 3.1. 

Data 

The model has been designed to process census data usinn both the 

Gilbert Surveys of Youth and the National Longitudinal Study (NLS). 

Efforts were directed at evaluating the impact of eliminating post-Service 

educational benefits on the accession "queue." The Gilbert survey pro- 

vides current proclivity assessments which take the total scenario into 

account, and the NLS gives the factors which convert each proclivity 

cell into a queue of real prospects. Since the NLS was conducted at the 

end of the draft era, removal of draft-motivated persons left a set of 

prospects who had the new all-volunteer incentives and yet recuirements 

exceeded supply (so that the aueue was fully visible). 

The EBM, as indicated "'n Figure 3.2, proceeds through five input 

processing steps, incorporating information from various Gilbert Surveys 

and the NLS, as needed. 

In Step 1, Census data was used to assemble an "•initial" (i.e., prior 

to entry into the military) population of male High School graduates along the 

dimensions of age, r^ce^  and high school grades. This population was further 

distributed in the fourth dimension of proclivity according to the May 

19^5 Gilbert Omnibus Purvey. 
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Table 3.1 EBM Population Parameters 

DIMENSION PARAMETER VALUES 

Age 17 - 18, 19 - 25 

Race Caucasian, Other 

HS Grades A&B, B&C, D& Below 

Proclivity GILBERT: Definitely Yes NLS: Intend to 
Probably Yes      Serious 

Definitely No     Definite No 
No Plans, N/.B.     No Plans, N/A 

In Step 2 of processing, a "shredder" (derived from the 1974 Gilbert 

Survey)was applied to the initial populations to distribute potential enlistees 

by "intendeo branch of Service." 

Step 3 required an actual "merge" of the Gilbert and NLS data bases. 

While Gilbert provided current estimates of the initicil population and the 

"intended branch of Service", the NLS was required in order to translate 

expressed intention,:  into actual enlistments.     The two surveys were essen- 

tially compatible along the age, race and HS grade dimensions. However, the 

proclivity wordings were different enough tö require a translation matrix. This 

was calibrated on their common 1972 populations. 

With the proclivity translation accomplished, Step 4 was the application 

of a matrix of transition probabilities (derived from the NLS) to the initial 

population in order to arrive at an "intended branch of Service" queue. 

The final step of model logic consisted of applying a "cross-elasticity 

matrix" from NLS (which showed the shift from the intended branch to one of 

the other branches) to the "intended branch of Service" queue to arrive at 

the final flow of individuals toward each of the Services. 

This concluded the input-processing phase of the EBM. Outputs 

from the model consist of summary and detailed statements .-.'Mch 

indicate the impact of termination of post-service benefits on the various 

population sub-groups. The Gilbert termination losses were adjusted 

by a constant factor to make total looses agree with the econometric 

estimate (Chapter 3, "Methods for Measuring Termination Impact")--to 

recognize that Gilbert proclivity shifts were somewhat biase-l. 

4. - 
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Model Assumption? 

The principal operating assumption inherent in the EBM is that the 

proclivity distribution (i.e., the distribution of individuals according 

to their attitudes toward the Military) accurately reflects the total 

"tenor of the times". The most important advantage of adopting this ap- 

proach is that it then becomes unnecessary to attempt to disentangle the 

complex of factors (e.g., unemployment, National posture, etc.) which com- 

bine to influence accession flows. Instead, the proclivity distribution, 

at any point in time, is taken to capture the net result of all of the 

factors impinging upon the enlistee at that time. 

Two assumptions are implicit in the formulation of the EBM. One is 

that the formula which was used to convert from the Gilbert to the NLS 

proclivity language is valid. The other is that the transition probabi- 

lities (Step 4) for a given proclivity, age, race, and hign school grade 

combination remain constant over time. 

A major assumption was made to the effect that older men (19-25) 

who replied "definitely not" to the enlistment question are even less likely 

to enlist than the 17-18 year olds (NLS) who made the same response. Based 

roughly on quarter-of-entry data, it was assumed that the older "definitely 

not" enlistment rate was half that of the younger "definitely not". 

Another assumption in the EBM is that the "intended branch of 

Service" distribution (i.e., Step 2 in the model logic) for non-Caucasians 

is insensitive  to High School grades. This assumption was necessary be- 

cause the non-Caucasian sample size was not large enough to permit this de- 

tailed a sub-categorization (the proclivity and age categorizations were 

maintained, however). 

Finally, termination losses among grades and two among Services 

were adjusted in four cells, when application of the econometric adjustment 

to a cell brouqht that cell higher after termination than before. 
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VALIDATION OF TERMINATION IMPACT 

Central to this study is a forecast of the impact of G„I, Bill 

termination on high school graduate potential enlistees. Because this 

estimate is vitally important, the following four independent estimation 

methods were employed and subsequently used as cross-checks on each 

other: 

Empirical Tern"nation Impact in  the.   1980't-; 

G.I. Bill educational benefits were actually terminated for Service 

entrants between the years 1955 and 1966 (although they were retroactively 

reinstated). A suitable method for computing the impact which this termi- 

nation had on enlistments is to replicate the Gates Commission multiple 

linear regression analyses used to establish the new military pay levels 

for the All Volunteer Force.--  The Gates analysis did not use the G.T. 

Bill termination period, however, in considering effects on enlistment 
9/ 

rates.-  Therefore, the Gates analysis has been replicated with an addi- 

tional consideration (dependent variable) for G.I. Bill benefits. The 

results are shown in Table 3.2. 

Proclivity I'hift in licsvrn.a   to 7cm;'nation Assumption 

How do individuals feel that they would adjust their interest in 

the military if G.I. Bill educational benefits were terminated? Measure- 

ments of this stated proclivity shift are available from two Gilbert Youth 

Surveys, as recorded in Table 3.3.. The Educational Benefits Model (EBM) 

is designed to compute the impact of termination from these proclivity 

shifts by processing the adjusted proclivity specification. However, it 

is not reasonabls to assume that the transition probability for a given 

proclivity level would be the same for the real question of enlistment 

1/   The independent variables which were used to explain the historical be- 
Favior of the enlistment rates can be found in Volume II of the Gates Com- 
mission Study (U.S. President's Commission on an Al 1 -V.^lcrt^er Armed Force, 
Vol. II, 1970). 
2/   Recent discussions with Gates Commission analysts are inconclu<;ivp as tn 
whether a conscious decision was made to avoid consideration of the G.I. Bill 
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TABLE 3. Fmpirical Impact of G.I. Rill Termination 

Statistical Result 

* The G.I. Bill "dummy" has a 
coefficient of 1.602 with an 
average (dependent variable) 
enlistment rate of 5.891. 

* The coefficient of deter- 
mination increased from 0.58 
to 0.72 through introducing 
the G.I. Bill variable. 

* When the G.I. Bill variable 
was introduced, the set of 
significant variables nicked 
up unemployment but dropped 
relative civilian pay and the 
Berlin crisis. 

IN THE 60'S, R.I, BILL 
TERMINATION IMPACT WAS 

ABOUT 23b, 

THE 6,1, BILL VARIAELE 
(THOUGH NOT USED IM THE 

GATES STUDY) CONTRIBUTES 
SUBSTANTIAL EXPLANATORY 
ROVER. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE 
G.I, BILL IMPACT WOULD 
HAVE CONCURRENTLY SUGGES- 
TED THE IMPORTANCE OF 
UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Source:  The data base of Alan Fechter appeaririu in "Impact of Pay and 
Draft Policies on Army Enlistment Eehavior," Study 3, Volume I, Studies 
Prepared for the President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force, 
November 1970, 

PROCEDURE:  Addition of a G.l. Pill dependent variable with value 0 for 
the1 termination period of the 3rd quarter of CY 1964 throuah 
the 3rd ouarter of CY 1968 [where data ended]. 
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under existing circumstances, as it would for the devaluated proclivity 

statement under hypothetical termination -- recognizing the tendency 

for bias toward an exaggeration of impact.- This recognition led to the 

idea of averaging the "before and after" statements. The resulting impact 

is shown in Table 3.4. 

Rein forced "A Posberi-ori" Statements of Fermi-nation  Tmpaci-, 

Statements are available, from as recently as May 1975, indicating 

the influence of G.I. Bill benefits on the enlistment decision of actual 

recruits. In order to validate the self-stated importance of the 6.1. Bill 

as a motivator, two methods have been employed. For new entrants, the 

statement "I would not have enlisted were it not for the G.I. Bill" was 

checked for pairing with the statement "The G.I. Bill was very important 

in my enlistment decision." The resultant 15% impact is shown in Table 

3.5, Another validation check consisted of examining responses to similar 

questions concerning original enlistment motivation -- after several years 

of Service experience. These results, as depicted in Table 2.9, 

also indicate a 15% termination impact. 

Econometric Estimate of Impact. 

In making an econometric estimate of the impact of the elimination 

of post-service educational benefits on accessions, a central stop is the 

estimation of the present value of the benefits to the enlistee. One way 

of making this estimation is to use a survey response from Question 701 

of the October 1973 Gilbert Youth Attitude Study which reads: 

Some people have said it would be more 
fair to give all veterans a large sum 
cash payment in place of the G.I. Bill. 
What rash payment do you feel would be 
fair to offer someone to give up his 
G.I. Bill benefits? 

1/   The logic here is that an individual, it, effect, has "nothinq to lose" 
By saying that loss of benefits will affect the enlistment decision, but 
^everything to lose" by replyingTFTthe negative. 
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TABLE 3.3 

Shift in Stated Proclivity in Reaction to G.I. Bill Termination 

a •   LX'iLEntry Group 

Stated 
Proclivity 

Stated Proclivity Hypothesizing G.I.   Bill  Termination 
Def.  Yes Prob.  Yes Don't Know Prob.  Ho Def.  No. TOTAL 

Definite Yes 42 16 9 8 25     —->100? 

Probably Yes 2          I          33 ?.:• 15 24       -fc>  100% 

Don't Know 0                       0 57                  12 31 ■> 100' 

Probably No o 6                 24                 27 43          »  100% 

Definitely No 1 3      t           20                   9 G7 ^>  100 

—     .  ...        ....                   .-  ■ —.—J 
•                     !                       « 

b.     07 ^ Entry Group 

Stated 
Proclivity 

■-' —   - 

Stated Proclivity Hypothesizing G.I.   Bill Termination 

Def. ves Prob.  Yes Don't Know Prob.  No Def.  No. TOTAL 

Definite Yes 22 C 1 12 21 24     - -> 100°' 

Probably Yes 2 3/1 13 30 22      - ■> 100% 

Don't Know 5 <~9 19 27      - -> 100.' 

Probably Mo o 5 5 CO 
•J t- 39      - •■> 100" 

Definitely No Ü 1 4 1 
 .„     , _ 

87      - 
i  

-> 100' 

Source:    May 73 P Ma: 75, 1be-t. 

. !S'DQTHESIZED f.,!. BlLL TERf "INAT1ON 

| INDUCES APOUT HAL= THE POPULATION 
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Table 3.4   G.I. Bill Termination Impact 
According to Proclivity Shifts 
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Table 3.5 (j.i. Bill Termination Impact 
According to  Reinforced Self-Assessment 

(Percent of Enlistees Lost "or Each Group 
is Shown in its Position) 

AGE RACE ARMY NAVY MARINE AIR Dol) 
CORPS FORCE 

' 
17-18 Wlii te 1ft.7 8.3 16.7 8.7 12.1 

Other n.s 15.0 .! 0.1 14.3 12.3 

19-25 White .19.0 11.5 13.4 14.5 15.2 

Other 17.4 15.7 22.A 
i 

18.8 18.1 

Service To t a 1 17.3 11.3 "l5.5       I 
1 ■■    ■         — 

13.5 14.8 

Source: Computed Iron: May J975 AFEES Survey, by dividing the 
total entry population or each cell into those who stated 
both thnt they were strongly noti^-ited to enlist by the G.I. 
Bill and they would definitely In. deterred from enlistment 
without it. 

■ i       i—————i—^■»«- '■ ■■»■ 

REINFORCED SELF-ASSESSMENT ESTIMATE OF 

[TERMINATION IMPACT:  15%  
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Assuming that the responses constitute a reasonable reflection of the 

respondents' perceived value of the 6.1. Bill, one should be able to 

obtain a fairly good estimate of what the G.I. Bill is worth to the 

enlistee, especially, since only those respondents who had previously 

indicated an intention of probably or definitely enlisting were used.- 

These respondents were classified according to their intended branch 

of service, and then further subdivided according to their high school 

grades. It was assumed that those who indicated the fair cash payment 

to be over $10,000 valued the G.I. Bill at $11,300, which would be 

the maximum benefit (for a user with two dependents) possible. No 

attempt to assign a dollar value t*> the "no cash payment should be of- 

fered" response was made due to its ambiguity. While such a response 

could indicate a present value of zero, it could also indicate a desire to 

keep the G.I. Bill. For example, all of the Army A & B high school 

graduates who had listed the G.I. Bill as a "strong influence" in their 

enlistment decision gave the "no cash payment" response. Therefore, it 

was necessary to utilize the "some influence" response for this parti- 

cular group. The only other exception in this instance, where "some 

influence" responses had to be employed, were the Marine Corps A and B 

students, in which there were no  individuals who considered the G.I 

Bill as a strong influence for enlisting. 

To calculate the present value of the post-service educational 

benefit package, a weighted average (i.e., the number of respondents 

selecting each value being the weights) was taken. The results are 

shown under the "Perceived Value of G.I. Bill" column in Table 3.6. nnCe a 

present value had been established, a wage elasticity coefficient was 

applied to express the relationship between the percentage change in 

quantity of enlistees supplied and the percentage change in wages. 

1/    In most cases this group was further restricted to include only those 
who had expressed the G.I. Bill as a "strong influence" (Question 195) in 
their decision to enter military service. (For the exceptions, only 
"some influence" responses were used because there were no "strong influ- 
ence" responses.) 
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Table 3.6 

Econometric Estimates of the Impact of 6.1.  Bill Termination on Accessions 

Accession 
Group 

A's Ä B's 
B's & C's 

<D 
Total 

Navy 

A's & B's 
B's & C's 

<D 
Total 

Marine Corps 

A's & B's 
B's & C's 

£D 
Total 

Air Force 

A's I B's 
B's & C's 

Total 

DoD 

A's & B's 
B's & C's 

Total 

Cell  Size 
Of   lilS   Sdll:pK'-' 

Plumed Usage Rate 
( '. cf Accession 

Groupjs 

11,701 
23,919 
5,893 

41,518 

12.17 
26.7 
11.2 

14,093 
18,502 
3,576 

36,171 

20.5 
24.6 
2 3.1 

2,841 
6,729 
3,168 

12,738 

15,068 
19,860 
3,474 

33,402 

47.7 
12.7 
21.1 

15.2 
29.2 
16.1 

Perceived Value. 
Of  G.I.  Bill' 

SI 0,000 
6,695 

11,300 

11,300 
7,997 
8.564 

10 Q.?4 
10 ,0^0 
11 ,300 

- 

8 ,290 
6 ,70,5 

11 ,300 

43,703 
69,010 
16,116 

123,829 

Shortfall 
Estimates 

12.4 

7.2 
12.1 
9.1 
9.9 

9.7 
11.0 
9.1 

10.3 * 

ß Drop from 0.1. 
Bill  Tenninatic 
in MS Saii'.ole 

6 4:: 
11 0 
6 3 
9 0 

11 3 
13 .3 
11 1 
11 .4 

26 .5 
C .7 

11 .9 

749 
2,631 

372 
3,752 

1,635 
2,091  • 

397 
4,123 

753 
451 
377 

1,50.1 

1,035 
2,403 

316 
3,804 

4,22? 
7,575 
1,4b' 

13,2(0 

Ceiling Es tirade* 98,484 27.7 11,300** 20.7* 20,3<:C 

ECONOMETRIC ESTIMATE or TERMINATION 

ivrtcu   HK - 2155 

*Thus establishing the impact range o^ 10..-211 for DoD. 
* Measuring the G.I. Bill influence in dollars is consistent with the finding in the May 

1975 AFEES survey that G.I. Bill and pay have a correlation nf 0.51. No other incentive 
correlates as highly with pay as G.I. Bill, and vice versa. 

The MS sarple is weighted ir order to reflect the total hic;h sch >ol  pop 11 •>*.it •-■ o.f 1972. 

o 
Developed from the National  longitudinal  StuJy of the tijqh ScMol  CUss of  197?; only the  responses t.f  those 
who ectually entered theseYYice ryl». i ■ TUY. Tctti'r v,;.'i e'i.-.i J 

Oevelcped from the Gilbert Youth Attitud'   Si ■-•>• of Octoher,  1.7?; only tlic-.r ivspo'-dnls cor.iiJerir/j '»■•■ (..I. 
Bill as a "strong influence"  (.'>-.et  tor "■<•;>• .v.d Knrti.« C\r\>-   A's ;'. C's •..' ■<■: ";:■:■•.>  ir.riu?icr* w.is t; • J 
instead)  is.  their enlistment decision, as i.vlj  as   ii.dic.it i:"j ■ •  hi'ii. prob-'-i 1 i ty er Certe.infy    f enlisting, 
were use;!. 

Usirr; a planned usa".' rate wh'rii w. hesed or.ly oi  the po;"il,i* ;or \;hn said  "I  C " cr "I  di n*", and tin./. 
(mitied the "1 don't kn«vj".    In a.Mi.ijn, tl ■ ione-> '. C'X 1 ■:■■•■  M.v.ticit.v   ..'Ic, 1.65, wes u.- i i-11.• -: of 1.25. 
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x = EV/(P+V) 
where E - the waqe elasticity coefficient 

V = the present value of the 6.1.  Bill 
P =   the present value of first-term pay. 

The present value of the enlistee's pay, as calculated in the 0MB model 

(discounted at 20) equals $13,687.    By employing the  elasticity coefficient 

developed by the Gates regression study (valued at 1.25) the percentage drop 

of Army enlistees planning to use the G.I.  Bill, who also have grade0 

averaging in the A's and B's, can be calculated as follows: 

x =  (1.25)(10,000)/(13,687 + 10,000)  = 52.8% 

This result represents a drop only in those accessions planning to use 

the G.I. Bill. To discover the impact on total accessions, the equation 

reeds to be transformed in the following manner: 

where: 

Q. 

u. 
UiEV/(P+V) 

the %  of accessions from popula- 
tion group i  who plan to use 
the Bill 

the '. change in the group ;' 

Usage rates (U.) can best be calculated from the National Longitudinal 

Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS).  This survey (Question 22P) 

asks the following question: "Do you p"!an to use funds available from any 

of the following programs for further study beyond high school?" 

There are several reasons for choosing the TILS Survey to derive 

usage rates. First, it focuses on those who actually did enlist. 

Secondly, the feeling about the G.I. Bill among this group is in close 

correspondence with that of present day accessions ( as seen by comparing 

the NLS Survey with the 1975 AFEES Survey). According to the NLS Survey 

almost 44" of those who actually enlisted considered the G.I. Bill to be 

"very important" in helping them decide to join the Service (046). The 

May 1975 AFEES result was ■',4. M76). To the extent that the responses 

are biased, tney should be Mused in a similar fashion since the structure 

of both questions is sini'-.r. Second, the responses should both be ex- 

pected to be heavily grounded on the respondents' usaqe. Therefore, 

similar results or the importance of the G.L Bill should indicate similar. 
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rates of usage. 

With usage rates obtained, the impact of termination can be estimated 

for the mental groups of the four Services. The impact on each of the 

Services as a whole and DoD as a whole car. be found by expressing the pre- 

dicted numerical drop of the MLS sample as a percentage of the appropriate 

population cell size. For example, by multiplying the Army A's and B's 

cell sample (11,701) by 6.4"' (A Q), it is discovered that 749 individuals 

in the sample would not have enlisted if the G.I. Bill were terminated. 

By repeating the same process for the other two mental groups and then 

summing the results, one derives a loss of 3,752 Army enlistees which con- 

stitutes 9.0ft of the sample. This figure and the other predicted impacts 

can be found in Table 3,6 under "Shortfall Estimates". 

As with any estimate, the sensitivity of the forecast variable (in 

this case accessions) is an important issue. It can be readily seen that 

a percentage change of 1%  in either the expected rate of usage or the 

coefficient of wage elasticity -- ectc.vir paribur  ■■■- leads to a change of 

1% in accessions. The estimate of perceived value of the Bill is not as 

crucial, however. To see this, raise the present value estimate of the 

Army A's and B's ($10,000) by l". (to $10,100). Calculating the resulting 

change in accessions (with U. = 12.1ft): 

A 0 ■-  6.42; 

Thus, a percentage rise of 1 in perceived value leads to onlv a 0.3% rise 

in impact. 

It is interesting to note that, with the exception of the Marine 

Corps, the 6's and C's had the highest planned usage rates, and yet, the 

present values of the B's and C's were the lowest for all three Services. 

It is also interesting that in five of the twelve cases, the responses 

for a single cash value to replace the G.I. Bill were unanimous.-  The 

B's and C's showed the most variation in their present valu^ responses, 

as these populations had three out o^ the four largest standard 

deviations (the Amy B's and C's has the largest). 

1/   The groups were: Army A's and B's, Army below D's, Navy A's and B's. 
Rarirve Corps below D's, and Air Force below D's. 
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The econometric study assumes the same elasticity coefficient (1.25) 

for all branches of Service. With regard to the Navy and especially the 

Marine Corps, such an assumption could very well result in overestimates 

of the termination impact. A recent General Research Corporation study 

(Lawrence Goldberg, 1975, p. 10) produced estimates of zero wage elasticity 

for the Navy and the Marine Corps while noting that the zero estimate should 

not be taken literally. Similarly, in the Gilbert Youth sample, there were 

no individuals intending to join the Marine Corps, with grades averaging in 

the A's and P's, who felt the G.I. Bill to be a "strong influence" in their 

enlistment decisions. On balance, the 1.25 elasticity coefficient may be 

considered accurate for the total DoD impact assessment. 

Swmary of s'rpaei Measures 

As of President Ford's request for termination in May 1975, the esti- 

mates of impact were too far-ranging to be useful. Estimates ranged from 

as low as a 3* loss of quality enlistees to in excess of 60%. (The 3% 

estimate is based on new recruits who attribute the G.I. Bill as the sole 

reason for enlisting, and estimates at or above 60% are based upon stated 

endorsement of the G.I. Bill.) Earlier sections of this report have ex- 

plained why neither of these extremes is valid, and the present section has 

presented four impact models which were designed to depolarize the extreme 

views. These four estimates place the DoD-wide impact between 10' and 23". 

Confidence can now be placed in a nummary upper limit for the impact 

of G.I. Bill termination upon Defense accessions overall. Based upen con- 

servative econometric assumptions, and reinforced by the other methods in 

this section, the upper limit estimate should be taken as 2VL    The devia- 

tion of this result is provided in the last row of Table 3.6 on page 53. 

In order to further evaluate the impact upon important sutgroups, the 

output of the Educational Benefit Model has been used. Specifically, the 

subgroups by branch of Service, by age, by race, and by grades (for 

Caucasians) werp evaluated. The essential tools for evaluating these 

relevant  impact factors are depicted in Figure 3.1, page 44. The subgroups 

which were evaluated are by branch of service, by age, by race, and by 

academic grades (for Caucasians only). Naturally, less confidence would be 

placed in the impact assessed for each cell than in the overall average. 

All of these estimated percentage drops appear in Table 3.7 for the upper 

limit case (21:, overall), and in Table 3.8 for the best estimate (15 

overall). 
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Summary of Impact Mrxnurcs 

As of President Ford's request for termination in May 1975, the 

estimates of impact were too far-ranging to be useful. Estimates ranged 

from as low as a 3« Toss of quality enlistees to in excess of 60%. (The 

3% estimate is based on new recruits who attribute the G.I. Bill as the 

sole  reason for enlisting, and estimates at. or above 60% are based upon 

stated endorsement of the G.I. Bill.) Earlier sections of this report 

have explained why neither of these extremes is valid, and the present 

section has presented four impact models which were designed to depolarize 

the extreme views. These four estimates place the DoD-wide impact between 

10% and 23%. 

It is recommended for planning purposes that the "worst case" estimate 

be considered at 21"', which is based upon conservative econometric assump- 

tions. This estimate, shown in Table 3.3, dees net take advantage of any 

offsetting managemerx c/'tlonr.    The motivation modeling in Chapter 2 

strongly suggests that a well-marketed in-service program could signicantly 

mitigate the impact. Conversely, changes in recruiting force size cr 

similar management policy actions could increase the impact. 

Table 3.7 Estimated %  Drops if G.I. Bill 
Were Terminated: UDDer Limit 

Veils  IiS  Gr.'.i'.:.•'-• 
Subgroup Array Navy ::c AF DoD 

A^e Race Ccades 
217. 21L Caucas I.~in A53 2b..: 1 ■> V 22% 

17-18 
<0 29 

15 
29 

17 
29 

15 15'< 
29;: 

  Otiu-'r 
Caucr.'cii-iV "Ä&'.'i  

23 
31 

25 
50 

.12 
6 

2 2 11 ,\ 
52 W/. 

19-25 3 
10 10 

5 
Id 

3 
10 10/. 

Ofhcr —~— — 
57 _ 

227, 

29 

ly;: 

10 

1.2 '. 

55 

2.v; 

in: 

217. Total 

TRANSITION WILL DF"ER IS~25 

YEAR OLDS WHO HAD HIGH GRADES 

AND 17-18 YEAR OLD" WHO HAT 

HIoH AT© LOW GRADES.       f 
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Table 3.3 Estimated %  Drops if G.I. Bill 
Were Terminated: Best Estimate 

Male HS Graduate 

Subgroup Army Navy MC AF DoD 

HS 
Age Race Grades 

Caucasian A&B 19-1 15% 16? 16% 16% 
17-18 B&C 11 11 12 11 11% 

^D 21 21 21 20 21% 
Other - 16 18 9 16 16% 
Caucasian A&B 22 36 4 37 30% j 

19-25 B&C n 3 4 2 i<-> 
+.     0 

<D 1 7 7 7 7% 
Other - 26 21 1   7 38 21% 

Total 16?" 14% 9;; 19% 15% 

TRANSITION WILL DETER 19-25 
YEAR OLDS WHO HAD HIGH GRADES 

ArO 1748 YD\R OLDS WHO HAD 

HIGH AND La/ GRADES, 

I 
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VALIDATION OF QUEUE SIZE 

The new EBM method for estimating queues of potential enlistees can 

be partially validated by several methods. The major method of validation 

has been to check its "Proclivity-Derived-Queue" against previous years' 

actual experience. A second method has been to compare the transition 

probabilities used in the EBM, derived from the National Longitudinal 

Study, to similar transition probabilities which were derived for this 

study from the 1973 Gilbert Survey (where social security numbers were 

taken). Results from these two validation procedures are reported below. 

A third type of exploratory validation has been used, consisting of the 

continuous comparison of pieces of EBM output with results from other in- 

formation -- to check for plausibility and consistency. (For example, 

the relative  impact among Services was validated against AFEES data.) 

In Table 3.9, a comparison of EBM output versus actual enlistments 

is made for the past three years. Each entry gives the ratio of actual 

high school graduate accessions to the EBM queue forecast, which was based 

upon the preceding Spring's census data- and proclivity distribution. 

Ratios which depart from unity are due to (1) the Services missing their 

enlistment objectives, (2) inappropriate EBM assumptions, and/or (3) 

inaccuracies in the EBM data base. 

A further perspective on these "fits" of EBM queues with later en- 

listments emerges from the Exploratory Data Analysis treatment in Table 

3.10. In this table, the overall average (or "comparison value") of 0.823, 

as well as the row and column effects, have been subtracted from each 

entry of Table 3.9. This subtraction leoves only the "residual" coupling 

interaction effect remaining as the entry in each cell. To interpret this 

breakdown, note thct: Original cell entry = Comparison Value + Row Effect 

+ Column Effect + Interaction Residual.- On the ba^is of Table 3.10, one can 

1/  Population estimates used in the Gilbert survey did not agree with the 
Census data. The latter were used here. 
?./ Thus, for exarpTe, the 1973 Army .vtic: 1.538 = 0.823 <-0.5b0 + 0.050 
+ 0.115. 

•Q. 
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Table 3.9 

Ratio of Actual Enlistments to "A Priori" EBM Estimate 

Accession Years 

1973 1974 1975 

Prmy 1.538 1.190 1.390 

Navy 0.607 0.566 0.721 

Marine Corps J.490 0.507 0.694 

Air Force 0.854 .637 0.677 

Table 3.10 

Service and Year Effects on the Ratio of 
Actual Enlistments to EBM Estimates 

Army 

Navy 

Marine Corps 

Air Force 

Year Effects 

Residual  Interaction Effects 

1973 1974 

,115 

.074 

.12* 

.081 

0.050 

,085 

.033 

.041 

.012 

-0.098 

1975 

,031 

.042 

.082 

-  .094 

,048 

Service 

Effects 

0.550 

-0.192 

-0.259 

-0.100 

—  '■ ■' Overall 
r02T~l, Average 

THE EBM QUEUE ESTIMATES ARE 
PLAUSIBLE ACCORDING TO EMPIRICAL 
DATA 
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TABLE 3.11  TRANSITION PROBABILITIES: 
NLS vs GILBERT 

                 

Stated Proclivity 
to Join the 
Military 

Proportion Actually Entered After One Year 

NLS HS Seniors Gilbert 19-25 Year Olds* 

Definitely Yes 33f/ 26% 

Probably Yes ior 1055 

Don't Know 9<; N.A. 

Probably No 5;. 2,; 

Definitely Mo 2:;** V1 

THE GILBERT YOUTH TRANSITION 
PROBABILITIES ARE LESS ACCURATE 
BUT GENERALLY CONSISTENT WITH 
THOSE FROM THE W 

* CONVERSION OF "INTENT" TO "JOIN UP" 
IS LOWER AMONG OLDER ELIGIBLES 

SOURCES.! National Longitudinal Study check on actual behavior 
versus announced intentions; and 1973 Gilbert Youth Survey tracking 
of social security numbers against later military accessions. 

* In the Gilbert case, social security numbers cannot be tracked 
for those not found in the military; stated social security 
numbers are also often incorrect. The Gilbert conversions should 
therefore be considered under-estimatcs. Furthermore, the Gilbert 
sampling error <•_ cubstenticlly larger than the NLS. 

v* For the EBM treatment of V.*-?5 year olds, ö factor of 1/2 was used. 

el 
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ferret out individual phenomena. The Service (row) effects are compat- 

ible with general knowledge about recruiting. The Army's needs exceed 

its natural queue and are somewhat met by extra recruiting effort and by 

excesses from other Services; the Marine Corps concentrates upon younger 

men and, therefore, may not be utilizing its full queue of graduates from 

past years; and the Air Force queue exceeds its needs. Turning to the 

year (i.e., column) effects, the main point to notice is that they are 

very small -- indicating that the PDQ method is not biased over these years, 

Finally, note that the residual interaction effects are also ^ery  small -- 

suggesting that this statistical model fits the data quite well. 

In summary, the EBM is adjudged to be valid because: the ratio of 

actual enlistments to the EBM "PDQ" averages sl^ntly under 1, shows 

appropriate Service effects, and shows very little yearly effect. 

EBM OUTPUT 

The major purpose of the EBM was to predict the queue of high school 

graduate potential enlirtees for FY1976, with and without G.I. Bill termi- 

nation. 

The following Tables were generated by successive runs of the EBM. 

In each table, the population of potential high school graduate enlistee 

is broken into subgroups by Age, Race, and high school grades (for each 

Service branch): 

Table 3.12 shows the queue of high school graduates in 
thousands for July 1975 through June 1976 -- assuming 
continuance of post-service educational benefits. 

Table 3.13 shows the projected impact of terminating 
these benefits in the various population subgroups 
and Service branches. 

Table 3.14 presents an estimate of the non-high school 
graduate queue. 

In Figure 3.3, estimated accession queues for male high school orad- 

uates (with and without G.I. Bill educational benefits) are  compared with 

the Service-stated accession requirements for FY76. 
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Table 3.12 
H.S. Graduate Queue for July 75-June 76: with Continued G.I. Bill (In Thousands) 

; 

Subgroup Army Navy MC AF DoD 
Age Race Grades 

17 

1 
18 

Cau. 
A&B 
B&C 

2.7 
7.1 
6.5 

5.2 
10.9 
3.8 

5.8 
2.9 
2.8 

6.9 
10.2 
3.9 

20.6 
31.1 
17.0 

Caucasian 16.3 19.9 11.5 21.0 68.7 
Other 5.7 6.5 1.6 6.0 

Subtotal 22.0 26.4 13.1 27.0 88. S 

19 
1 
25 

Cau. 
A&B 
B&C 
<D' 

20.4 
17.2 
19.6 

21-1 
43.0 
9.1 

3.5 
5.9 
6.1 

20.2 
31,9 
7.1 

65-2 
98.0 
41,9 

Caucasian 57.2 73.2 15.5 59.2    j 205.1 
Other 20.9 10.5 24. U 16.8 72.2 

Subtotal 78.1 83.7 39.5 76.0 277.3 

Total (HS) 100.1 110.1 52.6 103.0 365.8 

Table 3.13 

H.S. Graduate Queue for July 75-June 76: with Terminated G.I. Bill (In Thousands) 

Subgroup Army Navy MC AF DoD 
Age Race Grades 

17 
1 
18 

Cau. 
A&B 
B&C 
<D 

2.2 
6.3 
5.1 

4.4 
9.8 
3.0 

4.9 
2.5 
2.2 

5.8 
9.1 
3.1 

17.3 
27.7 
13.4 

Caucasian 13.6 17.2 9.6 18.0 58.4 
Other 3.Ö 5.3 1.5 5.1 16.7 

Subtotal 18.4 22.5 11.T 23.1 75.1 
i 19 

1 
| 25 

Cau. 
A&B 
B&C 

15.8 
16.8 
18.2 

13.6 
41.9 
8.5 

3.4 
5.7 
5.7 

12.7 
31.1 
6.6 

45.5 
95.4 
38.9 

Caucasian 5Ö.8 63.9 IU ZÖA 179.8 
other 15.4 8.4 22.3 10.4 II 56.5 

Subtotal 66.2 72.3 37.0 6Ö.9 236.3 
Tota 1 (HS) 84.6 94.8 48.1 84.0 311.5 

Table 3.14 

Non H.S. Graduate Queue for July 75-June 76 

Army- 

With G.I. Bill Without G.I. Bill-/ 

110.7 94.1 

Other Services 119.9 101.9 

DoD 230.6 196.0 

-  Based upon the Army's share of 1975 non-HS accessions. 
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1 160 
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40 

20 

HS Grad Termination Impact 

Hü HS Grad Queue w/o G.I. Bill 

►—Service-stated HS Grad Requirement 

0—Service-stated Total  Requirement 
[Total  Requirements will be met 

•I'."7- Services) 

ARMY NAVY MC AF 

Figure 3.3 

Estimated Accession Queue for Male HS Graduates 
vs. Stated Requirements for July 1975-June 1976 

I 
THE ARMY WILL BE BORDERLINE FOR HS GRADS 
EVEN WITH THE G.I. BLLL, WHEREAS OTHER 
SERVICES HAVE ADEQUATE QUEUES EVEN WITH- 
OUT THE G.I. BILL, 
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Chapter 4 

COSTS AND BENEFITS 

TRENDS OF MILITARY COMPENSATION 

As Figure 4.1 indicates, while the G.I. Bill has been increasing 

in terms of dollars, it has been declining as a proportion of an enlistee's 

compensation. This decline has become particularly pronounced with the 

beginning of the All-Volunteer Force. 

The G.I. Bill portion for the first two time periods shown in Fiaure 

4.1 represent the average amount of Bill-related educational benefits 

received by veterans during the duration of each of the first two G.I. 
7/ 

Bills.—  The third bar represents the average amount received from the 

beginning of the third and current G.I. Bill throunh April 1975. The 

fourth bar utilizes the estimate of current average benefits ($4,100), 

As developed by DoD. The in-service compensation includes both oay and 

the housing allowance averaged for enlisted grades El through E3. It 

is assumed that the enlistee has one dependent. The median male income 

(ages 20-24) are summations of this income for the same three-year 

period of each corresponding in-service bar. 

As the dollar amounts for compensation continually rise with the 

passage of time, it is desirable to use in-service compensation close to 

the middle of the G.I. Bill's duration. In the case of the World War II 

G.I. Bill (the first bar), however, this was not feasible, and the in- 

service compensation is located close to the termination date. Conse- 

quently, the Bill's proportion can be expected to be slightly greater than 

that portrayed. This means that the decline should also be greater. 

With the proposed termination, questions arise concerning the 

desirability of a decline. Part of the ".!. Bill's justification lies in 

compensating veterans for economic exploitation suffered under the 

draft. With the end of the draft, this justification is no lonqer valid. 

1/  Often referred to as th».- World War II G.I. Bill and Korean G.I. Bill. 
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$20,000 

$16,000 

$12,000 

$ 8,000 

$4,000 

l-vy-v'.! Veteran's Average S.I. •^rvTTl ve 
11  Benefit 

Summation of In-Service Compensation,, 
Received for Three Years 

Summation of Median Male Income 
Received for Three Years (Ages 

' 20-24) 

$6^077 
FT* 

ftl%3 E 
$5,135 

1947-1949 

$6,653 
.if I .— 

$4,308 

1950-1952 

$11,398 

$9,517 

73% 

$2pv-91 

1968-1970 

■20%g 

80%: 

$15,114 

1972-1974 

Figure 4.1 

The G.I. Bill as a Proportion of Military Compensation 

THE G.I. BILL HAS BEEN DECLINING 
AS A PROPORTION CF AN ENLISTEE'S 
COMPENSATION 

7/ Developed from V.A. Information Bulletin (DVB IB u0-75-5) except 
for the 1972-74 fiqures which were provided by DoD. 

2/   Provided by H.A.S.C. No 94-5, Pay and Allowances of the Uniformed 
Services, pp. 99-102. Includes Pay and" Housing Allowance. 

3/   Provided by the Bureau of the Census. 
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However, a reading of the current Bill's purpose will show that read- 

justment and compensation are not the only reasons for the G.I. Bill, 

In fact,  the fir si  tue reasons stated are to provide an incentive 

to enlist and to extend the benefits of education to deserving young 

persons. 

Sec 1651.     Vrtf-mns ' F luca4 icnal Assistance  -- r,urpose 

The Congress of the United States hereby declares 
that the education program created by this chapter is for 
the purpose of (1) enhancing and making more attractive 
service in the Armed Forces of the United States, (2) ex- 
tending the benefits of a higher education tu qualified 
and deserving young persons who might not otherwise be 
able to afford such an education^ (3) providinq vocatioial 
readjustment and restoring lost educational opportunities 
to those service men and women whose careers have been in- 
terrupted or impeded by reason of active duty after January 
31, 1955, and (4) aiding such persons in attaining the voca- 
tional and educational status which they might normally 
have aspired to and obtained had they not served their 
country. iTitle 38 -- United States Code, Veterans' Bene- 
fits, Chapter 34 .) 

Therefore, while a complete answer to the question of the desi- 

rability of G.I. Pill termination lies outside the scope o* pnlistment 

motivation -- and, consequently, outside the scope of this study — a 

start can be made through an examination of costs and benefits. While 

this effort should not be reoa»tied as deiinitive, it dots provide a 

foundation for further research. 
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COSTS OF G.I. BILL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS 

The costs of the post-service G.I. Bill and proposed alternatives 

are presented in Table 4.1.- This section briefly describes the 

nature of program options and the manner in which cost estimates were 

calculated. 

The Cost of G.I.  Bill Post-Service Educational Benefits. 

The number of users was found by multiplying the total number of 

enlistees for FY1975 (456,000) by the historical usage rate of 57%. This 

figure was then multiplied by the average historical cost of $4100 in 

order to derive the program cost. The average cost-per-user could be 

looked upon as a function of the monthly stipend used (averaging around 

$200, a veteran with no dependents could use as much as $270 per month) 

and the number of months the stipend is received (averaging 20 months). 

Therefore, the G.I. Bill is subject to three variables (rate of usage, 

monthly stipend, and months of use), with a change in any one of these 

variables generating a change in total cost. In addition to this, the 

"months of use" variable is to some extent influenced by the rates of 

retention, which are  also subject to fluctuation. Consequently, budget 

control will not be particularly easy. 

It should be pointed out that the "Cost of Program" column in 

Table 4.2 relates to the cost of procuring enlistees for a single year. 

Therefore, while the chief (but not the only) benefit is incurred during 

the first three-year term of enlistment (except where an incentive to 

reenlist is provided by the program), the costs a^e stretched over a 

period of years — which could well last over a decade. Consequently, 

the one billion dollar cost of the G.I. Bill should not be confused with 

the four billion dollar budgetary figure (which is part of a process  of 

paying off several  yearly accession groups). 

V Costs of in-service G.I. Bill are about S100M yearly. It has been 
assumed in this study as well as throughout the Defense Department that 
the in-service G.I. Bill budget will be transferred from VA to DoD. 
2/ As of April 1975, the Vietnam era participation rate was 58.5«, with a 

greater participation rate in college-level training than any prior group 
of veterans. Ascending usage trends have resulted in a projected budget 
of over $6B for FY76. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Estimated Costs of G.I. Bill Post Service Education and Alternative Programs 

Program^ 

G.I. Bill 

Reservist G.I. Bill 

Reservist and High 
School Graduate G.I. 
Bill 

Reservist and Critical 
Skills G.I. Bill 

Clements Alternative 

Clements Modified 

Critical Skill 
Scholarship 

Scholarship Insurance 

Critical Skills Bonus 

High School Graduate 
Bonus 

Scholarship Bonus 

Clements Scholarship 
Bonus 

Numbers of New 
Users (ner annum) 

259,920 

114,000 

81,473 

5,000 

223,000 

37,735 

",5,000 

15,000 

20,000 

325,910 

46,666 

22,651 

\vorage Cost/user-  Cost of Program 
(1Q75 Data)      (ner annum) 

$4,100 

4,100 

4,100 

4,100 

2,650 

2,650 

4,000 

4,000 

1,200-1,640* 

1,200-1,6401' 

3,000 

.,415 

$1,066M 

467M 

334M 

21M 

604M 

LOOM 

60M 

53.8M2 

24M-33M3- 
391M-550M0 

140M 

100M 

FEASIBLE POST-SERVICE G.I, BILL 
ALTERNATIVES RANGE IN COST FROM 
$21M TO SL066M YEARLY 

1/   See Text for program details and assumptions 
2/   Cost incurred by DoD; the cost incurred by the insurance firm would be 

$60M (excluding risk and administrative costs), tho same a? the Critical 
Skills Scholarship. 

3/ The lower extreme assumes a shortfall 'from G.I. Bill termination) of 
10.33 (total DoD(, while th^ higher extreme assumes ä shortfall of 21.0 

if    The FY76 figure of $6H was considered nflated by unemployment, so that 
the FY75 figure was u:'d as a eest estimate. 
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The Reservist G.I. BiH 

In the attempt to reduce the cost of the G.I. Bill without signi- 

ficantly affecting its attractiveness, it has been proposed that an en- 
1/ listee be required to join the reserves - upon discharge in order to 

gain eligibility to use the Bill. Cost savings would then be generated 

by a reduced rate of usage. By referring back to the econometric study on 

page 48, i'. was discovered that while the historical usage has been 57%, 

the planned usage was only abcut 25%. This suggests that more than one- 

half of the Bill's users were not attracted to the Services by the Bfl, 

Assuming that the proposal lowers the actual usage rate to the plannt 

usage rate of 25%, the number of users would be reduced to 114,000, and 

the cost would then be reduced to $467M. By further restricting the Bill 

to high school graduates, the cost would be further reduced to $334M 

(portrayed as "Reservist and High School Graduate G.I. Bill"). Finally, 

the program could be further restricted to include only 20,000 enlistees 

with critical skills. This would reduce the cost to $21M (portrayed as 

"Reservist and Critical Skills G.I. Bill"). 

The Clements Alternative 

The Clements Alternative seeks to reduce both the rate of usage 

and the average cost-per-user. The usage rate reduction is accomplished 

by two program features. First, eligibility after one's discharge from 

active duty is reduced to a period of five years (as opposed to ten years 

under the current G.l. Bill). The second feature is that use of the bene- 

fits are to be restricted to accredited schools with classroom partici- 

pation. This is e<pected to lower the usage rate to 50%, leaving 228,000 

users. 

The average cost-per-user is also reduced by two features. The 

first is the reduction of the monthly stipend to $200 maximum, regardless 

of how many dependents the veteran has to support. Under the current G.I. 

Bill, an enlistee with no dependents is entitled to $270 per month and 

increased allowances are given for each dependent. Since the current 

monthly stipend averages to $200, it is assumed that the Clements re- 

iz'   A significant, manpower depletion in the Army Individual Ready Reserve 
{IRR) is anticipated within the next few years -- and directly bears on 
the issue of alternative means for the i.iaintenance of reserve force levels. 
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auction in the maximum will cause the average to drop to $150. The other 

new feature is the reduction of the entitlement to period-of-service ratio. 

Under the current Bill, a serviceman gains 1.5 months of entitlement for 

each month of service, up to a total of 36-months for three years of ser- 

vice. The Clements Alternative reduces this ratio to one month entitlement 

for two months of service. Thus, after three years of service, a person 

under the Clements Alternative would have only six years before earning 

the maximum entitlement of 36 months. This should be expected to reduce 

the months of actual usage. For the purposes of this study, acceptance of 

the following DoD assumptions are made: those with three years of service 

will utilize benefits for 12 months; those with four years will use 18 

months; those with five years will use 24 months; those with six years 

will use 30 months; and those above six years will use the maximum of 36 

months. 

By applying the retention rates used in the OMB-led Task Force Study 

(so as to determine the percentages of the accession group who will have 

specific periods of completed service), the Clements Alternative is costed 

at S604M. The average cost-per-user is calculated to be $2,650, while 

the benefits on the average will be used for approximately 18 months. 

The Clements ModiHed,  The Critical Skills Scholarship, and Saholai'ship 
Insurance. 

The Clements Modified differs from Clements Alternative only in 

its cost restriction of $100M. Therefore, with the cost exogenously de- 

termined, it becomes necessary only to discover how many could use the 

program while keeping the cost under the $100M ceiling. This is simply 

derived by dividing $100M by the average cost-per-user, with a result of 

37,735. 

However, by restricting post-service education benefits to en- 

listees with critical skills, it is possible to keep costs below S100M — 

even without having to resort to a measure such as the Reservist G.I. 

Bill. The Critical Skills Scholarship provides an example as to how this 

can be done. To be eligible for this program, the veteran must have at 

least three years of service and be a high school graduate. Payments will 

be made to any accredited college attended by the veteran, spouse, or child, 
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In addition to this, $1,000 subsistence will be granted per full-time 

semester, although total aid (both tuition and subsistence) is not to 

exceed $8,000. 

It is assumed that the average cost-per-user will be $4,000, and 

15,u00 people will participate in the program (a usage rate of 75%). This 

establishes the cost of the program at $60M. 

This $60M figure could be reduced through the contracting of an in- 

surance firm. This concept is illustrated by the Scholarship Insurance 
1/ Proposal.- Under the Insurance program, eligible veterans will receive 

exactly the same benefits as under the Critical Skills Scholarship. The 

difference is that the benefit, rather than being paid by theVA, will 

be paid by a contracted insurance firm. For each of the 20,000 enlistees, 

DoD will pay to the insurance firm $74.66 for 36 months. Therefore, the 

program cost to DoD will be $53.8M — a cost saving of $6,2M. 

The reader might perhaps be wondering how would it be possible to 

persuade a profit motivated insurance firm to accept $53.8M in return for 

having to pay out $60M by some later date? The answer lies in the benefit 

of being able to me money. It is expected that on the average, payments 

will not begin until five years after the day of enlistment. Therefore, 

by simply letting the money sit in a bank at 7% interest per annum, the 

firm would have its investment of $53.8M grow into $70.5M, (which would 

allow $10.5M to cover the administrative costs as well as the cost of risk), 

Scholarship Insurance is an example of the substitution of private 

enterprise for governmental administration. 

The Critical Skills Boitus and the High School Graduate Pome* 

Another possible way to mitigate the impact of G.I. Bill termina- 

tion would be to give a straight cash bonus for enlistment. The necessary 

size of the cash bonus can be estimated through the use of the Gates supply 

1/   Details of this concept are  formulated in the Scholarship Insurance 
"oDtions DaDer" Dresented in Appendix A. 
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elasticity coefficient, in a way very similar to the derivation of the 

econometric estimates. 

,, q - 1.25 A P/13,687 
where:  1.25 = the Gates elasticity coefficient 

13,687 - tne present value of enlistee's pay 
:"• a -  the %  drop of enlistees due to the Bill's 

termination 
' P - the size of the bonus 

As can be seen, the higher the termination impact, the higher will 

be the bonus needed to offset this impact. Therefore, if the econometric 

estimate is assumed to be 10.3%, the bonus will equal $1,200. However, if 

the impact estimated by the EBM is adopted (i.e., 15?), the size of the 

bonus rises. Solving for the / D, the needed bonus is seen to be $1,640). 

If only the impact on critical skills is to be mitigated, this 

bonus can be restricted to 20,000 enlistees. This established the cost as 

ranging from $24M - S33M. However, if the ^orce quality is to be maintained 

at about present levels, then it would be advisable to grant the bonus to 

all enlistees with a high school diploma. This would raise the cost range 

to S391M - $550M. The variance in these cost estimates is accounted for 

by the difference in the bonus estimates, for example, the $24M figure 

listed under the "Critical Skills Pomis" is based uno;; the $1,200 bonus, 

while the $46M is based on the $2,300 bonus. 

'The Saholcu'shiv Bonn. 

The Scholarship Bonus is a proposal which is designed to aive a 

$3,000 bonus to a restricted number of enlistees upon completion of three 

years service. The restrictions wore to be the same as the original 

Callaway Alternative -- wh'ch. when applied fo  DoD, was costed at $70M. 

With this figure, it becomes ;io.vsiblc to determine thj MI her of eliaibles 

under the Callaway p^op^sal. 



$70M = x $2,500 (60%) 
where $2,500 = the scholarship under the Callaway Alternative 

60% = the assumed rate of usage by the Callaway Alternative 
x = the number of eligibles 

Solving for x, the program is found to be restricted to 46,666 enlistees. 

One major difference between the Callaway Alternative and the 

Scholarship Bonus is the freedom, under the Scholarship Bonus, given to 

recipients for spending the money as they please — while under the Callaway 

Alternative, the money can be spent only on college education. Without user 

restrictions, therefore, the usage rate under the Scholarship Bonus is ex- 

pected to be 100%. Consequently, the number of users under the Scholarship 

Bonus will equal the number of eligibles (46,666). Multiplying 46,666 by 

the $3,000 bonus will give the program a cost of $140M. 

The Clements Scholarship Bonus 

The Clements Scholarship Bonus is designed to provide incentives 

for both enlistment and reenlistment. Upon the completion of three years 

of service, an individual in this program will receive a cash bonus of 

$3,600. If this individual chooses to reenlist, he will be granted an ex- 

tra $200 monthly entitlement until the completion of six years of service. 

Thus, a person could earn a bonus as large as $7,200. 

As in the Clements Modified, the costs of the proqram were set 

by fiat at $100M. Since the amounts tendered are based upon length-of- 

service, it is necessary to use the retention rates applied in the OMB-led 

Task Force model. This approach yields the information that the program 

must restrict itself to 22,651 users. The average cost-per-user will 

equal $4,415. 
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COMPARATIVE BENEFITS 

The costing study reveals the "Reservist and Critical Skills G.I. 

Bill" as the cheapest and the G.I. Bill as most expensive of the proposed 

alternatives. Yet, cost figures are not sufficient to determine which of 

the programs is in an overall sense the best. While the cost of the Reser- 

vist and Critical Skills G.I. Bill is estimated at only S21M (less than 2% 

of the current G.I. Bill cost), it would, at best, only mitigate the im- 

pact of the Bill's proposed termination in critical areas. Consequently, 

noncritica"! are-:s will suffer a reduction in quality, and the Armed Forces 

will to some extent not be as strong as at present. Therefore, it may be 

desirable to extend the Reservist 6.1. Bill to all high school graduate 

enlistees. It should be pointed out, however, the cost of doing this is 

not insignificant. It would entail an incremental addition of S313M -- an 

increase of  over 1,400% from the S21M figure. 

Despite this increase, the Reservist G.I. Bill compares favorably 

with the current G..I. Bill, the Clements Alternative, and the High School 

Graduate Bonus. Thus, one might be led to conclude -- from a DoO 

standpoint -- that the Reservist G.I. Bill is the most efficient, concept 

among the alternatives. However, this conclusion must be conditioned by 

the understanding that the Reservist G.I. Bill estimates are the most un- 

certain. This uncertainty applies to both costs and benefits. It is 

quite possible that the usage rate would be allowed to go beyond 257, and drive 

up the costs. On the benefits side of the problem, it is uncertain as to 

how attractive the program will be to potential enlistees. Therefore, to 

the extent that one is predisposed to exercise caution, the more attrac- 

tive proposals such as- ihe Critical Skills Bonus or the High School Graduate 

Bonus will become (provided one is only interested in capturing benefits 

directly related to national defense). 

The difficulty, however, with adopting such a purely Defense-oriented 

posture, is that such a position may not be the most economic. This 

stems from the ru! L. '-* .-■ x:  aspects of education. An individual who con- 
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sumes education not only benefits himself, but also benefits society in- 

becoming a more productive member. "Productive" can be understood both 

in the sense of providing goods and services as well as a more general 

benefit. Therefore, as James M. Buchanan points out in Public 

Finances, education can in part be conceived as a form of investment 

(Buchanan, p. 350). This conception leads to another argument for state 

support of education. In contrast to other forms of investment, the 

prospective student cannot as easily resort to the capital markato While 

part of the difficulty lies in the imperfections of the capital market, this is 

not the whole problem,as Dr. Buchanan states: 

The real difficulty is only in part the re- 
sult of imperfections in the capital market 
as such; the trouble lies in the fact that 
the individual person cannot legitimately 
consider himself, his own person, as a capi- 
tal asset for purposes of providing collateral 
for loans. The prospective lender of funds 
cannot secure a wholly valid legal claim 
against the person of the student in exchange 
for lending the required investment funds. 
(Buchanan, p. 351) 

So, even apart from the social welfare aspect of education, there is an 

economic justification for state support — although the capital market problem 

would suggest loans to students rather than general public subsidization. 

Critics of the G.I. Bill have suggested that HEW and other sectors 

of government could more efficiently provide support for education on a 

dollar-for-dollar basis. In the absence of more information, this conten- 

tion appears to be correct. However, the criticism overlooks an important 

fact — that is, the costs of the G.I. Bill are "joint costs". (This refers 

to the ability of a cost to simultaneously accomplish two or more benefits,) 

The current G.I. Bill not only attracts enlistees, but also educates them. 

A cash bonus, on the other hand, provides only an incentive for enlistment, 

Likewise, a HEW program will do nothing to increase enlistments. There- 

fore, the current G.I. Bill could be a more efficient option than en enlist- 

ment bonus combined with budgetary increases to HEW. As a hypothetical 

exanple, if $391M were appropriated for enlistment bonuses, ar.d if $700M 

were deemed necessary to offset the impact of the Bill's termination on 

education, it would be preferable to keep the G.I. Bill rather than incur 

the extra cost of S25M. 
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Since the above example is only hypothetical, it should not be con- 

strued as an argument for the continuation of the G.I. Bill. Rather, it 

seeks to point out the need for further research which will measure the 

overall effects of termination on society. For example, it would be help- 

ful to know to what extent expenditures fcr education will drop if the Bill 

is terminated. It would then be advisable to discover at what level of 

cost would it De efficient for the state to make up for some, if not all, 

of this decline. This beinq determined, it would be necessary to discover 

what program or package of programs could accomplish the desired objectives 

at the lowest possible cost. For example, even if the "joint cost approach" 

of the G.I. Bill is deemed to be cost-effective, it may still be advisable 

to introduce some variant of the Scholarship Insurance proposal so as to 

capitalize on further cost reduction (as the precedino cost study would in- 

dicate to be the case). 

It is also interesting to note that the Scholarship Insurance pro- 

posal could lead to public benefits outside the immediate realm of educa- 

tion and national defense. It should be expected, for example, to increase 

the capital market and thereby further the objective of economic growth by 

providing more physical capital as uell as  more human capital. Further- 

more, increased private investment could lead to higner productivity — 

which in turn could help reduce inflationary pressures. 

While the focus of this study has centered around economic effi- 

ciency, it is important to consider that other criteria may influence the 

decisions of policy-makers. There is no compellina priori reason why 

economic efficiency should be the overriding determinant of public policy. 

For example, one may hold that education is a more worthwhile form of con- 

sumption than other consumer goods, regardless of the actual private de- 

mand (which can be a function of  income as well as taste). It would tlien 

follow that public support of education could be warranted even beyond the 

level authorized by social benefits. Especially, it .d.y  be opened desir- 

able to provide assistance to those who are motivated toward education 

but possess only a limited abiiMy to pay. 
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The above consideration could be a support for post-service educa- 

tion.   On the other hand, another non-economic criterion — that of equity - 

tends to weigh against post-service educational benefits, especially now 

that the draft has ended.    It is felt by many people that equals should 

be treated equally.    However, as post-service education is used in widely 

varying amounts (and a proportion of veterans do not use it at all), post- 

service education rewards some veterans more than others regardless of 

their contribution in the Armed Services.    While it may be argued that 

veterans desiring education are not to be considered equal, non-veterans 

may consider the current form of military compensation as overly generous 

whereas veterans may consider Service too high a price to pay relative to 

HEW aid. 

In conclusion, as non-economic criteria are brought to bear on 

policy, economics cannot by itself preempt the function of policy-making. 

Yet, it is not without importance.    If the G.I. Bill had been costed at 

two billion dollars rather than one billion, even the stronger supporter of 

the 6.1. Bill may have found his resolve weakening.    While economics or 

any form of scientific endeavor is not concerned with making policy, it 

can provide policy makers with information so as to render their decisions 

more intelligent and rational. It is toward this goal that this study 

aspires. 
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Chapter 5 

Results and Implications 

The list of policy issues which led to this study may now be 

addressed. Summary statements appear below, supported by sub- 

stantiating references to the body of the report (Chapters 2-4). 

General Role of the. G.I. Bill 

Since 1947, the proportion of an enlistee's compensation which is 

represented by the G.I. Bill has declined from 31% to 20%. During the 

transition to a volunteer force, in-service compensation became com- 

parable with median civilian incomes. The G.I. Bill post-service 

benefit provided a 20"' "bonus" attraction in the volunteer enlistment 

incentive package, and this role went relatively unchallenged during the 

transition period. (Figure 4.1) 

President Ford's May 1975 proclamation of the end of the Vietnam 

Era included his request to Congress for a delimiting period of G.I. Bill 

eligibility. In evaluating the effects of termination, a major policy 

issue for the Department of Defense is the possible losses (in quality, 

number, and representativeness) in new enlistments. Related issues are 

the effect of varying employment levels, the effect on reenlistments, 

education in context with other incentives, the costs and comparative 

benefits of alternative programs, and the best offsetting management 

pulicy options. Information has been made available to assess these 

issues. (Figure 3.1, Table 3.10) 

Losses in New Enlistments 

If there is any serious concern for losses, it can be narrowed down 

to new enlistments of high school graduates into the Army. Although non- 

graduates are somewhat motivated by the G I. Bill^ the supply exceeds the 

demand by more than enough to compensate for any non-graduate losses. 

Similarly, the queue of high scrool graduates exceeds trie service-stated 



requirements (FY1976) for the Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force. On the 

other hand, the Army is not expected to meet its self-stated high school 

graduate requirements even with the G.I. Bill. (Table 3.14. Figure 3.3) 

Termination of the G.I. Bill would affect certain groups more than 

others. A few small homogeneous groups are strongly interested in G.I. 

Bill benefits while larger groups are less so. The distinguishing 

Teatures are educational aspirations and age; secondary features are 

family status and race; unimportant is the intended branch of Service. 

Among high school seniors who are potential enlistees, only 29% plan 

Junior college or mere -- and therefore express strong G.I. Bill interest. 

Furthermore, the greater part of the 1976 high school graduate queue does not 

come from the 1975 class, but from earlier classes where there are now 

large numbers with lower enlistment propensity. (Figure 2.7, Table 2.7; 

Table 3,8; Table 3.11) 

It follows from the  above that the totality  impact would not. be 

caused by G.I. Bill seekers being more desirable prospects but rather by 

the fact that any replacement is likely to be of lower quality, since 

the queue is only of modest size. Estimates within five percentage points 

are available as to the quality  impact. It is certain that the measure- 

ment of professed interest leads to overestimates of absolute impact (40% 

to over 60%). and that underestimates (3%) result from consideration of 

the G.I. Bill as a primary, or independent enlistment incentive. Rather, 

the best estimate is that G.I. bill termination would deplete 15% of the 

High School queue — if no compensating management actions were taken. 

(Tables 2.4; 2.8; 3.5; 3.6) 

Effect of Varying Employment Levels 

Major cnanges in levels of unemployment or the influence of other 

exogenous factors would alter impact predictions. Disinclination for 

military enlistment has generally decreased over time. In fact, the queue 

now without the G.l. Bill would ue comparable to the queue of a few years 

ago with the G.I. Bill. The G.I. Bill termination impact in tne 1960's 

was about 25%. (Figure 2.8; Table 3.2) 
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It is important to note that unemployment and the G.I. Bill are 

overlapping, rather than independent influences. Many of those potential 

enlistees who would be lost as a result of an increase in employment are 

the same individuals who would be lost in the event of S.I. Bill termina- 

tion. Also, separate study by the General Research Corporation öuggests 

that anticipated changes in recruiting force size will have greater impact 

on enlistments than changes in unemployment. Substantial drops in 16-24 

year-old populations after 1980 (as indicated by current census forecasts) 

could also impact significantly en the absolute number of potential en- 

listees. (Figure 2.8; Table 2.6; Table 3.6). 

Effect on Reenlist"><>nts 

Although G.I. Bill-motivated enlistees do have qreater odds 

against reenlistirg, and termination of the post-service 6,1. Bill might 

eventually increase the reenlistment pool by \2%t  the current pool is 

substantially larger than needed. Post-service G.I. Bill seekers are also 

diametrically opposed to in-service education seekers insofar as reenlist- 

ment is concerned. (Table 2.8) 

Education in Contest :::i.>: C':"-icv I.-iccniive^ 

Educational benefits, in-service as well as post-service, are not in 

themselves major incentive factors, but are rather secondary motivators. 

In-service education correlates with the (post-service) G.I. Bill as 

an enlistment incentive, and each is most often cited in a package with 

three or more other incentives. This secondary role may explain why 

positive endorsement of the G.I. Bill does not correlate with negative 

deterrence in the event of termination  Those who do seek the G.I. Bill 

are, however, comparable tc their pr-ers in other mot'vators. (Fioure 2.2; 

Tables 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.3) 

The Costs arid Cvtrr^ccztiv*   3s::< fit,? of Alto>>nai ivi  : ■> ■><:■K-rr 

A number of substitutes for post-service G.I. Dili as an enlistment 

incentive are feasible. Alternative program:. v'Oiild range in cost from S21M 
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yearly to $1,066M yearly. Considerable attention has been given to the 

reduction of costs by restricting the number of new users (15,000-260,000) 

and, to a lesser extent, the entitlement per user ($1,200-$4,400). At- 

tention has also focused on increasing the returns which the Department of 

Defense will gain — e.g., by requiring participation in the Reserves. 

Finally, attention has been given to the reduction of administrative bur- 

dens -- e.g., through a commercially-administered scholarship insurance 

program. (Table 4.1) 

Whatever decision is made concerning post-service educational benefit 

programs, it is clear that the current G.I. Bill entails substantial 

economic rent. The post-service G.I. Bill may be responsible for approx- 

imately 15% of enlistments; only 23% whc plan to enter service anticipate 

G.I. Bill usage; subsequent to enlistment, 68%  plan usage. Historically, 

approximately 57% have actually used post-service G.I. Bill benefits. 

Furthermore, some of the G.I. Bill seekers are surplus to require- 

ments. It could be argued that, as an enlistment incentive, the 

G.I. Bill provides at most 20,000 Army high school graduates and costs at 

least $1B (or $50,000 per enlistee). Before final selection of an alterna- 

tive: (1) a judgment must be made as to whether the further depletion of 

Army high school graduate enlistees is tolerable; and (2) an evaluation 

should be made concerning the national impact of G.I. Bill termination -- 

both of which are outside the present study. (Chapter 4) 

Management Options 

Termination of the G.I. Bill will not put a major market segment 

abruptly out of reach, but will shift enlistment interest slightly down- 

ward. A feasible alternative is to market the in-service educational 

package. (Table 3.3; Table 2.2) 

The greatest need - and the most obvious neglect to date - has 

been for a repackaging and marketing of in-service educational benefits. The 

best management options in this reappraisal are: (1) to develop new ap- 

proaches to attract 19-25 year-old high school graduates who might consider 

enlistment as educational goal-related activity; (2) to orqanize and publi- 

cize a revitalized set of in-service education motivators; and (3) to set- 

tle the contingency planning for a post-service alterative to the G.I. Bill. 
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APPENDIX A 

Management and Staff Support Activilr 

During the period of research, frequent consultation and support 

activities were provided to 0ASD(M&RA). Assistance was also provided in 

the flow of information regarding the timing, development, and content of 

educational benefit policy options. The following documents were developed 

for these purposes and appear in chronological order. 

Delayed '^cision Diagram.    A flow diagram of the 

decision options and expected sources of ;nforination 

(May)  

Page 

95 

Alternative Educational Benefit Programs   (I and II). 

An information table of current (May-June) program parameters 

and the components of pending alternatives to G.I. Bill 

programs; a revised table to include the "Scholarship Bonus" , 968.97 

Decision Chart:    Should DoD Promote a Specific 

Post-Service Educational Benefits Program.     A management 

tool to aid in the determination of the costs and benefits 

of current alternatives and the immediate or deferred 

selection of same (June-July)  98 

Alternative Educational Benefit Concepts/and Scort 

Sheet.    A listing and explanation of several alternative 

program concepts; a "score sheet" for comparinq programs 

with DoD objectives -- in order to elicit a consensus 

ranking of "current program concepts"    (June-July).  .  .  . 

99 

100 

101 

G.I.   Bill Termination - Army   Information Parerr..     A report, 

summary, and editorial comment of Army research activity 

during the month of May (June-July)  102 
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Army Recruit Probe Survey  (8) - G.I.  Lilt.    A table 

of selected percentaqe frequency responses to post-service 

educational benefit questions (G.l.  Bi 1 "*) by mental cateqory/ 

educational  level  (June-July)  

Page 

103 

Preliminary Draft:     The Educational Benefit,; Impact 

Model.    The "preliminary" educational benefits model -- 

developed to structure research efforts and guide Doü 

policy processes (July) , 104 

Discussion Chart:     The Allocation of Post-Service 

Educational Benefit Funds.    Designed to generate discussion 

and raise significant issues concerning the advantages 

and disadvantages of each allocation plan.    Used in the 

first meeting of Service representatives on program alterna- 

tives and allocation options (July)  105 

Papers on  In-Servian Education.     Included are the 

followinq:    In-Service information "fact shpptV nn thp Fall 

Semester of the 1974-75 academic year; charts showing 

"Service staff views of in-Service education"  (as derived 

from interview discussions) and 9 subjective discussion on the 

value of In-service education (July-September)   106-111 

Chart:     Implementation of Educational Benefits 

Program.    A modified Program Evaluation and Review Tech- 

nique (PERT) chart of potential program implementation 

activity, significant events, and time estimates 

(September)-  •      112 

Congressional Hearings on G.J.   Bill Tcrmina^'cn. 

Included are notes of the hearings before the House Sub- 

committee on Education and Training of the Committee on 

Veterans' Affairs.    Notes of the hearings before the 

Senate Subcommittee on Readjustment, Education, and 

Employment of the Committee on Veterans' Affairs have not 

been included. (September-October)   113 
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Scholarship Insurance as a Post-Service Educational 

Benefit.    A G.I. Bill post-Service alternative developed 

by HumRRO, in consultation with 0ASD(M&RA) and Service- 

men's Group Life Insurance (SGLI) representatives(October- 

current)  

Page 

114-115 
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Amy Recruit Probe Survey (8) - G.I.  Bill 

EFFECT OF CHANGES IN CURRENT S.I.  8ILI   EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS ON ENLISTMENT DECISIONS AMONG SEtECTED CHOWS 

(AWT RECRUIT FW3E 8. 2-6 JUNE 1975) 

HenU) 
Category/ 
Educational 
level 

(7> ■! definitely Mould   
A. Could get it 
■»it 27 months. 
Instead of 3« 
months, öfter 
discmarge 

B. Could not get 
vocational or 
correspondence 
tchool training 
jfter discharge 

C.  Could get at 
nost J?00/mo. 
(without depend- 
ency) instead of 
current J270/*o 
with dependency 

0. Could get at 
nost IB months 
of education 
after discharge 

E. Could not get 
a college educa- 
tion after dis- 
charge 

F.  Had to enroll 
within S years 
after  discharge 
nr lost* school 
benefit, instead 
of current 10 
year limitation 

G. Would not be 
eligible for edu- 
cation benefit un- 
less honorably 
discharged after 
term of first en- 
listment 

H. Would not re- 
ceive living ex- 
pense!, but cost 
of tuition and 
boot» would bt 
paid. 

dental Category 
1 t 11 

(«•397) 
St 91 St lit 1(1 51 St St 

Mental Category 
lilt 

(n>49S) 
SI 7» St If 201 SI St St 

Tot«)  MSB 
(n-9M) u «I St St 201 «t St 71 

Totti Col 1*91 
(n-310) 

71 121 lit 1« 33! 71 SI 121 

»tSWHSES TO POST-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT QUEST IONS B' SELECTED 

mom's (AWT RECRUIT PROBE SURVET 8. 2-6 JUNE. 197;) 

■ Miretii« l(f—t  

I 

1 
i •tixvmm Ifftrt 

4                   i                                        4 
WITH 
«TIMM/ 
DUUTIONAI 
iira 

(SUE) A college educa- 
tion when 1 got out of 
service: available and 
cipect to take advantage 

(7) 1 definitely would 
not have enlisted: (e) 
could not get a college 
education after 1 left 
the service 

(8) <*ry important to me: 
(A) A college education 
after leaving service 

(9)0) The benefit«.1. 
Bill) li » firm part of 
my enlistment contract 

(10) If the G.I. Sill 
were totally rescinded: 
(1) 1 would cancel  {my 
enlistment) 

MUM 

sect 

A. 
mantel 
Category 1 S 11 
{«•197) 

SSI tst tst SOI 271 471 

1. 
mental 
Category Uta 
(«•49S 

set Ml PI 4SI til 40. St 

C. 
Total MS» sot tot (91 

[Crop» \ «#ij 

Ml 

[Proaw *, IS») 
til 

(Proev T, let] 
41.21 

1. 
Ttul College 
(••110) 

7SI 331 (M '     (01 Ml M.St 

1C3 

L    .  _j  



Preliminary Draft: The Educational  Benefits Impact Model 

-^ 

POST-SERVICE 
EDUCATIONAL 

BENEFITS 

S  100 M 

>S  IPO M<$  '..3 B 

"resent VA p. 

MARKETING 

Recruiter Policy 

'ivi'rtl-.irv:  Fxn-miJt-irn 

OTHER PAY 
INCENTIVES 

Increased Salary 

Skill Bcrvj? 

TERMS OF 
ENLISTMENT 

J£A£1   nf  ■;."•»<■-■> 

Choice of SM 11 

[tout S.jl'  ► 

Present 

-LaL. 

INCOME LEVCLS 
(Civilian) 

Pri".Plt 

High PERCEIVED 
VA1UE 

OF 
riWC'TION 

Threats 

Conflict 

CURRENT 
EVENTS 

M 
ENUSTMfhT 
DECISIONS 

•'tNTAi   CAT. 
01'At IT* 
LEVEL / 

E!)i'CA!!1NAL 
C'A.ITY 
11 .US 

«ArtCM OF 
S!«'VtCE 

tmctivsusas 

fiAcstficm 
Nix) 

71 
"fTAL ACCESSIONS 

:yr:?;?-M  orr:?xs 

COSTS 

fj.-tcp») 

^>~ -<" 

-K  Ä» 
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Table 13.    SERVICE STAFF VIEWS OF IN-SERVICE EDUCATION 

ARMY «AH •WIM com                            AID roftcc 

Objectives Sclr-enSaiKKKnt 

Ircrease productivity 
Up-gredt Individual 

Cnluncc fleet readiness 

Augment training 

Provide IIS dlplcie or tqulv. 
to' «11 W 

tarter growth 

(nliancc src. tttrtc- 
tlvents»     ' 

Increase retention 

Should benefits 
be eiceiidvdl 

Only In TIICP inJ 
tuition assistance 
for officers 

To« remaps Tts 

New prcyrertsf HJtlonel Apprentice 
Stand.riis 

»<?S, fctirn Interfries 
»Aoiet rcadinin 

Ho Vsnt to re-tnttlEute Associate 
0 «'re Program.   More vocational. 

HO 

Is tlwri? a satura- 
tion point? 

Tci. but 'on't «now 
wnerr 

»es Its, but don't lew» 
►here 

Necessary or desirable 
for C0'«unal1ty among 
MC. program»? 

No, Inccntlvrs tfry 
from l¥C. to svc. 

»h1l010|*ilC»l diffe- 
rence* dim-no sves. 
HI lime eqtlntt 
wnlforully 

Ho, »St meet unique needs No, programs oust 
respond to peculiar 
needs of eecn svc. 

•mat Incentive for 
enlistment» 

tit of HSC nld op- 
portunity foe ed. 
Ml a prlrery moti- 
vation 

5US laid cd. oppor- 
tunities caused 
enlistment 

Significant Primary *ncenll»t 
for over 701 

Abuses! Cannot addrfii Not «MM of any None,   Sood cneclt and balances Lot aware of toy. 
Program «ell «audited 

Complaints fro* 
Itrvlceme* 

Mty doesn't permit 
participation 

Not «MM ef tie/ Lad of variety 
Inflexibility of »dwelt 

Hlgti quality (Karvaro) 
programs Ml availablt 

KH. duties do not. 
oorvalt participation 

Table 12.    In-Service Education Course Enrollments (in Thousands) 
and Completion Rates 

Sott: y«vy dat.» rrirrrtly reflect» shore activities and is therefore sot representative of 
total sarticip.-tion rates. 

mi AIL 

Actderlc Cm:-«.. 
ICiaii InstruttloM 

Completion Rate 

ZU1 n 74 IL21 rr :t. SLTJ 7Y 7. 

132.7 193.9 15.1 8.4 .6 3.7 

81.5* 79.3* c"?.7» 97.7; 57. OX 67.4X 

Coajletion »ate 

Hilft SfS^ml >-,...Tri 

Cor-plttioa JUr.e 

,34.5 155.0 173.3 210.: 27.6 33.» 

31.65 67.5t 89.4* 90.1* 90.3* 93.31 

8.9 15.1 30.7 36.9 6.5 9.8 

64.4; 73.;* 63.6: «0.3* i:.?: SI. 31 

2*c\r:ic*l,";Br,.<~..) 

Cospletlcn Sate 

Correspondence Course» 

Cerpletloi '.ate 

Tot»:» 
Overall Ca-yletlet S«te 

143.1 178.7 78.2 100.0 .6 1.2 

7:.3; J4. o: 86.7S 91.81 40.N 71.3 J 

66.9 59.3 105.2 113.4 4.4 1.6 

_51.4* _4*.;? 

6C7.3 
70.72 

. 4".2» 

402.4 
76.:: 

4»S.? 
82.:: 

39.7 
7'.s: 

-«:.]•_ 

341.1 
T4.7* 

52.2 
»3. OX 
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SuDcommittee on Education and Training 
Committee on "Ve'terans' Affairs 
U.S. House of Representatives 

Hearings on G.I. BilTEducational Benefits:    July 29,  1975 

ISSUE VETEMNS 
ADMINISTRATION 

VETERANS OF 
FORE ION WARS 

AMERICAN 
LESION 

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF 
CONCERNED VETERANS 

FLEET RESERVE 
ASSOCIATION 

Support (but with amend- 
ments to protect Oeljved 
Entry Pool  and lO-ve-ir 
eligibility provision) 

Oppose termination. Support termination Oppose termination "Appreciates the need 
to terminate veterans 
wartime benefits? 

fif imftr Btiftti to • The cost of tfie C.I. 
1111 should be charged 
to DoO K part of the 
cast of national 
security". "...n|ht 
DeC lues to dance so 
long as someone else 
pays the fiddler." 

Implied support No «entlon 

Pafl EMIitwent Iff- 
■»et/tffect on 
Quality Levels 

DoO surveys Indicate OEP 
releases "could run as 
nigh as 30'- of enlistees 
concentrated anong those 
with the best qualifi- 
cations." 

"If It takes the G.I. 
Bill  to attract the 
caliber of personrel 
needed for a stronq na- 
tional defense, and we 
believe K does, then 
the OoO ought to pick 
UP the bill and educa- 
te the public as to the 
real cost of national 
defense.* 

Pecogn^es current re- 
cruit.T»ent Incentive, 
but differentiates be- 
tween "rehabilitation" 
meets of "wartime 
nroor*ns" and enlist* 
wtnt benefit of "peace- 
time er«." 

TlffllMtt >"S There Is "no lonqer a 
need for PREP".    And, 
"the extensive training. 
And educational  *regra.»s 
developed by OoO "csn 
provide the means" for 
required education. 

Implied 

W fllbllltv 
Entry Pool Benefits to trose? who 

enlist In 0t° oricr to 
6.1. Bill termination 
date. 

No txntlo«. No "entlon 

fjfMlan af Mialhi- 

funder eurrent G.I. 
UJJL). 

Oppose."36 months .... 
is reasonable and equi- 
table. * 

Support (but no of- 
ficial cement) 

Support.'The American 
Legion 1s remitted to 
the concept of equal 
benefits for equal 
tervlce." 

Support.    "NACV  stands 
ready to assist the 
Cfngreis  in any possible 
•ay to ensure that jur 
veterans receive equal 
treetJ*ent for equal 
service" 

Support.    "Such an en- 
tension «i 11 assure 
veterans of t-e eppor- 
tunity to complete 
their education  anc ear 
their degrees." 

Kim, of Current, U- 

Benefit! 

"The military service 
recognizes that they 
e*ust provide effective 
Inducement arcng wmth 
educational  opportunity 
It «v»e of the most at- 
tractive." There should 
be  • "distinction t»»%eer 
those required to pt-r-tir- 
•ttltary service a*d more 
•ho ... choose to snrv*. 

Th- 6.1. Bill  is a 
valuable inducement to 
r-amtjin our ranpgwer 
reeds  in th# Ametl 
i orces."  "... 'I;t has 
bttat-ri p^ovf'i  for every 
do! 'jr   ;pe"t <-i the 
:.I.  fill  at   Irast 
thre*> collars  *av« 
returned  to  »he 
^vernment  in   the 
for» of Miner taies 
paid by those with 
higher education and. 
U follows, higher 
1i 

The G.;.  Bill  "was  to 
provide vocational  re- 
adjustment and restore 
lost educational oraor- 
tunitieS  to  E"o«,e  ser- 
vicemen imi «omen 
«nose '"areers were >*- 
terrurted or impeded by 
rtrason hf  acttv«  Outv 
during  a  period  of  war 
or declared hostilities' 

"■:»CV is particularly 
pleased over the 
passive of P.L.  93-SC8, 
-e   'Wetr.am Ira  Veter- 

a- s* G**d:iustr»nt 
i-.* mance Act nf   1974' 
w'th 1 is many prov'i- 
%'ons of beneflt to 
•-dav's veterans,   .'his 
tiw   is  an ricellent 
srep towaru reaching 
tnt goal of parity and 
equality for all vet- 
erans.* 

"Vne Government's ccsr 
in jrovldinc etlucat'?n 
be^ef i ts.. .have p-rrwe-n 
to »# 'bread . JSt ucw 
th* waters.' veteran» 
education *ä\ ccntm- 
utefl Significant'] v   IP 
ou.r nation's econe-v  a 
has   increased  t*e 
■joveri-wrfifs  revenue." 

. 
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Appendix B 

Summary of Literature 

A summary of previous literature on the subject of educational 

benefits incentive appeal was conducted for the purposes of this analysis. 

Previous research which directly addressed the central theme of incen- 

tive endorsement and the imputed effect of G.I. Bill benefits was incor- 

porated in Chapter 1, Problem Formulation Based on Previous Papers. In 

addition, prior analytical material was used as a supplementary source 

of insight and guidance in this study. This ADDendix summarizes several 

additional topics related to the subject of educational benefits policy 

and contained in previous literature. 

The Quality Individual 

There is an abundance of research on the subject of enlistment 

motivation which supports the hypothesis that educational benefits are 

more attractive — and, in many cases, most attractive -- to the "quality" 

individual. The indices of quality which are used, however, vary among 

studies — depending for the most part on the availability and validity 

of certain "quality measures" within each particular data base. 

Generally, quality is defined within the dimensions of educational 

attainment, mental aptitude, and academic standing (or grades) — with 

high school graduation being the most frequently used criterion. Some 

studies have even extended the common delineations of quality to in- 

clude more judgmental aspects such as an individual's interests, atti- 

tudes, special aptitudes, life style, and moral values and standards 

(e.g., Opinion Research Corp., 1974, pp. 25-31). Research efforts to date 

have not attempted to incorporate measures of quality other than educa- 

tional attainment and grade achievement -- although several other 

characteristics and demographic variables were captured in the associated 

data bases. Judgrwtal criteria of quality, therefore, have not been used 

in this study. 
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Motivational Evidence 

The pioneering work on youth attitudes is the "Youth in Transi- 

tion" Project by Johnston and Bachman (1970, 1972).-' Two enlistment 

incentives were found in this study to be prominent and likely to remain 

strong: higher pay incentives and paid schooling. Among these two in- 

centives, however, it was found that paid schooling was clearly attrac- 

tive to more intelligent men  (Johnston and Bachman 1972, p. 183) — 

while pay incentives were most attractive to those young men who averaged 

lowest in intelligence levels and verbal skills. Johnston and Bachman 

concluded, therefore, that background, ability,  and pen-tonality  diffe- 

rences exist among those attracted by different incentives — and, that 

those individuals who were attracted by pay averaged lower on family 

socio-economic levels, test scores, occupational ambitions, self-esteem, 

needs for self-development, and self-utilization than did those attrac- 

ted by paid schooling (p. 188). It should be added, however, that al- 

though the most intelligent young men were attracted to the Services by 

paid schooling, they were not attracted enough to actually enlist. 

Background.      Glickman ct, al.  in their study of "Experimental 

Incentives as an Influence on Enlistment Intention" also found the high 

appeal of tangible  incentives among those at the lower end of the socio- 

economic continuum. Although there is no distinction of quality based on 
f / 

socio-economic status- , financial incentives were perceived by lower 

socio-economic group members as the most effective means for achieving 

upward mobility (p. 30). 

Differing perceptions of the means by which status may be 

boosted may also account for the similar income-related findings of 

Fisher (1972). The incentive of a paid college education was also shown 

1/   This study was longitudinal, following young men from the start of 
tenth grade (Fall, 1966) to the time when most would be expected to have 
been out of high school for a year (Spring, 1970). 

2/ Opinion Research Corporation (1974) did report the incidence of 
^Quality Men" to be the highest among incctie groups above $7000 in middle 
or upper neighborhoods, however — perhaps a self-explaining situation. 
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to be heavily endorsed by young men from upper-middle income families 

in this study of enlistment motivators -- while educational benefits 

were not seen to be as attractive to youth from lower-middle income 

(under $8,000) families (p. 74), 

Ability,      The theory which relates educational achievement and/ 

or intelligence with higher motivation toward the goals of advanced 

education has consistently received support from the various administra- 

tions of the Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Stations  (AFEES) 

Surveys and the Gilbert Youth Attitude/Omnibus Surveys.    Individuals 

who have finished high school or attended college are more likely than 

those who have not finished to see the value of G.I. Bill incentives 

as enlistment motivators  (cf. also USAREC Probes, 1975; Opinion Research 

Corporation, 1974, p.6). 

The Opinion Research Corporation Survey of the "Attitudes and 

Motivations Toward Enlistment in the U.S. Army" also found that quality- 

men were not particularly attracted by monetary considerations, training 

for civilian jobs,or even the opportunity to travel.    This interview 

survey of a nationwide stratified sample also showed a relatively high 

appeal of "eligibility for G.I. Benefits."   Although the benefit consi- 

dered to be the most attractive by all major sub-groups was the oppor- 

tunity to learn a trade, the chance to obtain a college-type education 

(eligibility for G.I. Benefits after 2 year enlistment) consistently 

ranked among the five top motivators for enlistment among quality 

men (p.x). 

Personality and Ambition.      There is also other evidence to sup- 

port the theory that interest in advanced education is correlated with 

1/   UPC defines "Quality" to include individuals who meet the following 
standards:    1) High School graduate or soon to be; 2) academic standing at 
top 2/3 of class; 3) has interests and attitudes useful to the Army and 
suitable for technical and/or combat assignment; 4) has desirable moral 
standards and values.    One-fourth of all non-college men were determined 
to meet these criteria (ORC, 1974, ;/;'•'). 
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the various esteem variables of self-development and the drives asso- 

ciated with personal advancement. Past scholastic success is indicative 

not only of scholastic ability -- but also of the motivations for 

achievement (high grades) which are complimentary to the standard goals 

of a college education. In fact, Johnston and Bachman (1972) found that 

those individuals who were attracted to educational incentives had higher 

expectations of earnings than those attracted by pay (pp. 183-4). 

Quality Deterrents.      If the G.I. Bill is so attractive to those 

who best understand its value -- that is, those who have some college 

attendance or proven educational attainment -- it should follow that 

these people would also indicate the least desire to forego education 

(if the ability to pay is present) by enlisting in the Services. Glick- 

man et. al.   (1973) found this effect to be true among individuals who 

did not enlist: 57 percent of all men whc decided not to enlist cited 

limitations  of educational benefits and the desire to finish their educa- 

tion as a major enlistment deterrent; 60 to 75 percent of Junior College 

repondents attributed a high negative-enlistment influence on "the de- 

sire to finish education" (p. 33). Each qroup, however, also indicated 

the relatively high appeal of educational benefits as a "positive factor" 

affecting the enlistment decision. 

Poli au   lrr.ru  c OKI The issue of rvp-. .vn-,;i',►: — that is, 

the degree to which the Armed Forces are  -epresentative of the larger 

society — was a major topic of discussion during policy debates on the 

all-volunteer concept.    Fears of a possible "over-representation" of 

the lower socio-economic unemployed and minorities were expressed.    It 

is also noteworthy that most criticism of the volunteer concept centered 

on the expected high concentration of enlistees from the "lower" ends of 

the common demographic scale     -- the low-achievers, the low-aptitude 

scorers, the lower socio-economic strata, etc. — while little attention 

was directed at the "highest" levels of quality measurement. 

Johnston and Sachman (1972) recognized that the "more able indi- 

viduals" were "under-represented among enlistees" -- and that the most 
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desirable cross-section of high quality individuals could best be 

attracted by "either more in the way of educational alternatives or more 

assistance to individuals to pursue education or. their own" (p. 195). 

Another more recent study of Army incentives made a similar point in 

reference to the recruitment of quality enlistees: 

To the extent that the Army attempts to attract 
individuals of high educational  achievement, the 
differences in endorsement of reasons among educa- 
tion levels are important considerations in de- 
cisions about recruiting emphasis.    The benefits 
offered by the Army (G.I. Bill and overall bene- 
fits) should be emphasized to those of higher 
education level  (at least some college) since 
these individuals endorsed these reasons higher 
than any other g-oups  (Kriner, Orend, and Rigg, 
1975, p.46). 

The implications   of previous research on the enlistment motiva- 

tion of quality individuals suggest   that termination of educational 

benefits will strike hardest at the highest levels of quality.    The most 

commonly used determinant of quality is high school graduation ~ a 

relatively low measure of representation, when compared to the society 

at large.    If educational benefits are most attractive at higher levels 

of quality, as determined by educational attainment, it may be that 

losses attributable to decreased benefits will also occur at the highest 

levels of quality for eacn subpopulation.    By using high school gradua- 

tion as an uppermost measure of accession quality, however, a major as- 

pect of termination impact may be obscured: quality losses will beqin at the 
highest levels.   The Services may, therefore, not just lose a proportion 

of high school graduates — but their best high school graduates. 

The Correlation Between Education and Military Performance»    The 

threat of losing more individuals at higher levels of educational 

achievement and attainment is, furthermore, disturbing when considera- 

tions of the correlation between education and performance are made.   A 

most significant advance in the study of relationships between "quality" 
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and performance was the "Quality Soldier Study" undertaken by U.S. Army 

Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC, 1975).    This elaborate and compre- 

hensive study highlighted the overall superior performance of more in- 

telligent (Mpptal Category I-III), better-educated (high school graduate) 

individuals in the three ma.ior areas of leadership, disciDline, and job 
proficiency.    Losses in quality within the range of 15 to 30 percent were 

consequently expected to "cause severe impacts" in the several traininq, 

resource, and mission requirements studied. 

Another recent treatment of this topic was made by Beusse end 

Dougherty in their study on "Educational  Incentives:    The Critical 

Element to the Success of the All-Volunteer Force"  (in Hershkowitz, ed.,.1^74), 

It was reported here also that promotions were more frequent, training 

performance higher, disciplinary actions lower, and mean-weekly-earnings 

after discharge higher for those individuals who achieved high school 

graduation or an equivalency diploma. 

The Enlistment Decision Process 

The Influence of the P.r-sruitp.p.    The importance of the recruiter in 

the enlistment process may not be overstated.    As a minimum, he is at 

least a source of information.    The precise degree and nature of influence 

exercised by the recruiter has been the subject of several studies of en- 

listment attitudes and incentives. 

The Research Analysis Corporation  (RAC) "Evaluation of the Modern 

Volunteer Arm>  (MVA) Program"  (1972), for example, reported the "paramount 

importance" of the recruiter as a "source of information" for practically 

all  respondents on the RAC survey of Army personnel   (Rae, 1972).    In fact, 

the influence of the recruiter was mentioned as frequently as advertising 

and friends combined (Rae, 1972, p.19). 

In contrast to the findings of RAC, the Opinion Research Corpora- 

Mon (ORC) study of Army attitudes and motivations among young men demon- 
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strated that the Army recruiter was "not among the sources from which 

young men are most likely to obtain information about the Army" (ORC, 

1974, p. xii).    ORC reported the primary influence to be "news media" 

and "peers and elders who have had military experience."   Although the 

recruiter was found to have a very high "favorable influence"  (among 

the highest) on young men, and achieved a very good "credibility" rating — 

he was, nevertheless, not considered to be of great importance as a 

source of information  (ORC, 1974, p. xii). 

The American Institutes for Research (AIR) study of Navy Career 

Motivation Programs also supported the theory of recruiter primacy as a 

source of information to tr.2 inquiring individual -- but remained on 

middle ground concerning the degree of influence which recruiters may 

have in the ultimate enlistment decision process (Glickr^n, et. al.% 

1973, pp. 11-16).   Although the initial contact with the Navy recruiter 

was hypothesized to be quite critical   (from the point of view of an 

Individual's socialization), AIR findings suggested that the typical 

individual who seeks out the recruiter has, at some time previously, 

decided in favor of enlistment (Glickman, ct.al., 1973, p.13).    Accordingly, 

the individual  is merely seeking a sense of direction and/or meaning- 

ful knowledge regarding his options — that is, "grounds for confirma- 

tion rather than persuasion or influence from the recruiter as to whether 

or not he should enlist": 

We are not suggesting that the recruiter has no 
influence in the enlistment process.    On the con- 
trary, our model indicates that the recruiter 
does hrwe influence on the enlistee that may have 
important long-range behavioral  implications. 
However, the recruiter's immediate influence 
is not evident in persuading a man to enlist so 
much as it is in giving the enlistee information 
about the Navy (Glickman, et. dl.t  1973, p.13). 

This theory of early decision-making among potential enlistees has 

found support in various applications of attitude surveys.    One result 

which repeatedly occurs on incentive questions is the generally higher 

appeal of incentives (real and hypothetical) among youth predisposed to 

enlist than those reluctant to join the services.    (Fisher and Rigg, 1974, 
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pp. 5-6). If the potential enlistee does, in fact, alu^ady possess a 

high predisposition toward enlistment, there is reason to believe that 

his final decision may be affected more by thj relative influence of 

negative factors  rather than positive reinforcers. If this is true, it 

should take less to push the individual into a commitment of service 

than it would be to pull him away. 

Fisher also found that the same incentives which appealed to 

potential enlistees were ore attractive to men who were not initially 

predisposed to enlist (Fisher and Rigg, 1974). Again, the effect of 

incentive impact is reversed: although the attractiveness of certain in- 

centives may elicit positive response, there is little likelihood of 

convincing an individual with a high predisposition against enlistment 

that he should, in fact, enlist. Nevertheless, in order to increase 

the pool of men available for recruitment, there must be an incentive 

mechanism of considerable attraction for those individuals who express 

indifference or who fluctuate between positive and negative attitudes 

toward enlistment. 

Awareness of Incentives.      An important question for policymakers 

should also be the extent to which current or future benefits are ex- 

ploited in the recruiting marketplace. Surveys are notoriously weak in 

indicating actual knowledge of questionnaire items by survey respondents. 

Although it is not always important to know more than the simple fact that 

a certain incentive or reason interacts to cause enlistment motivation, it is 

necessary to probe the underlying factors by which such decisions are 

made if management policy seeks tc change the status quo. 

The lack of knowledge of the extent of benefits, pay and Service- 

related incentives by new recruits is fairly common. This is probably 

no less true of many individuals who express interest in enlisting for 

"educational benefitsi'   Although there has been little work done to exa- 

mine true knov/ledge of incentives, there are indications th? t few enlist- 

ees are aware of the extent and amount of benefits available under the 

G.I. Bill. For many individuals, "going to school on the G.I. Bill" is 
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automatically associated with service in the Armed Forces -- with per- 

haps minimal concern or immediate preference for this far-removed benefit. 

As a "future veterans' benefit" -- or post-service benefit -- it is likely 

that awareness of the actual entitlement is limited to a total picture 

or conceptualization of the 6.1. Bill as an important investment in re- 

adjustment. Knowing more than just that the G.I. Bill is "important" 

and "valuable" may not be considered to be critical information by the 

new or potential enlistee. 

This theory might explain why instances of low awareness by poten- 

tial users of the G.I. Bill occur. On the "Youth in Transition" survey, 

for example, only 27.3 percent of all those who said they would enlist, 

given the education incentives, actually knew  anything about what the 

military presently offer-ed in respect to education (Johnston and 

Bachman, 1972, p.233). A more recent survey of the attitudes of youth 

toward military service resulted in a 16 percent lack of previous know- 

ledge response to V.A. educational benefits (fifth least-known on a list 

of seven benefits). And, surprisingly, there was a greater awareness of 

V.A. education allowances among the low probability (less than 40 percent) 

of enlistment respondents (MARDAC, 1975, pp. 11-1?). 

Even among potential groups who might "influence" enlistment de- 

cisions, research shows low awareness of benefits. ORC, for example, 

found a substantial majority of educators placing the highest importance 

(on a scale of enlistment facts for a young man) on "eligibility for G.I. 

Benefits after a two-year enlistment" -- with 89 percent considering it 

"very important" (ORC, 1974, pp. 130-131). This same sample of educators 

frequently expressed the opinion that one way to upgrade the quality of 

Army enlistees would be to "educate young men and the public" about the 

applicability of the G.I. Bill (p. 132). Yet, three educators in ten 

were not even aware that the G.I. Bill still applied to enlistees in the 

military service (p. xi'x). 

With increased societal emphasis on education, an effective 

marketing strategy  is apt to be one which: (1) seeks to create an 

association of service in the Armed Forces with education and educative 
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experience — to complement socialization and early predispositions toward 

enlistment among quality young people; and (2) provides the marketing 

strength of educational advisement, information, and direction through 

the resources of recruiter contact. 

The G.I. Bill has institutionalized a process of educational 

assistance. For many young people, enlistment may be one alternative 

source of scholarship aid for advanced education and training. Others 

may view it as the interest paid on an investment of time in the military 

service -- or an insurance policy on personal development. In all cases, 

however, it is a part of the socialization and introduction of a young 

person to the possibilities of military service. Loss of this valuable 

association of enlistment with the opportunities for advanced education 

could be more damaging over time than any immediate losses in quality 

accessions might indicate. 
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Appendix C. 

Data Base 

This Appendix presents an overview of the data base used in the Educa- 

tional Benefits Study.- Because the measurements and inferences made in 

this study have necessarily depended on the available information, an 

appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of the underlying data base 

is crucial to an understanding of this work. Overall, the surveys avail- 

able were sufficiently well-sampled to justify the extrapolations made 

from them. This claim will be documented in what follows. Additionally, 

a detailed listing of the errors that were detected will be given and will 

be accompanied by an explanation of how these inconsistencies were handled. 

From a conceptual perspective, much of the Educational Benefits Study 

fits into a broader setting, that of an accession analysis. The work has 

focused on the resolution and measurement of the key influences underlying 
2 / 

enlistment flow-' jind has placed particular emphasis on those influences 

that relate to educational benefits. 

It follows from this that the informational needs of this study have 

paralleled those of previous researchers in accession analysis: data 

identifying the civilian market, data characterizing the in-service 'buyers' 

group, and data detailing the flow from the first group into the second. 

Traditionally, data on each of these groups in their own right has been 

plentiful. On one side is the multitude of readily available educational 

and youth surveys; on the other is an equally voluminous stack of in-service 

\J   The term data base here is restricted to mean the set of survey tapes 
used in the course of this work. Much additional information, ranging 
from Census data to previous research, played an active role in the 
quantitative aspects of this study but has been listed separately in the 
Bibliography. 

2/ Key influences were chosen from a broad range of possible considerations: 
the presence or absence of particular benefits, the demographic geography 
of the 17-25 year old segment of the population and the educational aspira- 
tions of the same are some that were found to be particularly significant. 
In fact, the isolation of all variables showing a high correlation with 
enlistment rate would have been an impossible task. This was circumvented 
by use of the 'proclivity vector'. The method of application and assumotions 
underlying this device are explained on page 43. 
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surveys and Master fV.e  statistics. Information linking these two croups, 

however, has been both scarce and somewhat unreliable and this deficiency 

has necessarily effected the accuracy of previous force-strength forecasts. 

This study has had the good fortune of working with both the National 

Longitudinal Study, the virtues cf which will be extolled below, and the 

battery of Gilbert Surveys administered since May 1972. These two surveys 

provide what is undoubtedly the most reliable, currently available data on 

transitions from the civilian youth population into the military. The in- 

formation derived from these files provides the input to the EBM simulation 

(pp.41 to 45) as well as the source material for the econometric estimate 

of enlistment losses due to G.I. Bill termination (pp.48to57). It is ex- 

pected that the reliability of this data will reflect itself in the accuracy 

of these forecasts. 

These two surveys satisfied the first and third needs of this research, 

but did not provide sufficient information about the in-service population 

itself. This difficulty was overcome by procuring copies of the May 75 

AFEES survey and of the 1973 DoD Personnel Survey, form A. Data from these 

was then used in several of the micro analyses described in Chapter 2 as 

well as in the self-declared estimate of G.I. Bill termination impact in- 

cluded in Chapter 3. 

What follows is a description of these four surveys followed by a 

summary of the analyses conducted on each of them. In reading through 

this, it is important to remember that each of the NLS, the Gilberts, the 

AFEES, and the DoD In-service Surveys is actually an aggregate data base 

consisting of several, different editions, whence the reference to the 

1973 Gilbert, the Base Year NLS, etc. 

A final note with regard to the questionnaire forms. The inclusion 

of the relevant questionnaire sheets is a traditional and commendable 

practic0 in the analysis of survey data. The number of questionnaires in- 

volved in this study, however (8 of them and voluminous ones at that), 

introduced a practical problem: the sheer size of the final report. 

Accordingly, rather than make arbitrary choices about what should be 

included and what should be left out, the reader is provided in each case 
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with the name and address of the agencies responsible for administering 

the survey. Questions or requests for copies can be directed to this 

source. 

National Longitudinal Study/The Survey: 

In the Spring of 1972, the origin?"! ßase year NLS Questionnaire was 

given to 18,143 high school seniors throughout the U.S. Measurements were 

taken from the students and from their schools as to demographics, achieve- 

ments, attitudes and motivations. In October of 1973, thanks to an exten- 

sive follow-up operation, 86% of the original respondents were recontacted 

(and some new ones were picked up) and asked to fill out questionnaires 

asking them what they were dc"ng now, whether and how their plans had 

changed, and so forth. 

The survey was administered by the National Center for Educational 

Statistics of the Office of Education and was preceded by four years of 

planning and an extensive investigation into the data needs of the research 

community. The sample, designed as a random, stratified representation of 

the entire Senior High School Class of 72, was carefully executed and in- 

volved the participation of 1200 secondary schools across the country. 

Deviations from this sampling technique were corrected by approp- 

riately constructed weights.- These were also used to weight the sample 

'up' to national size, i.e., to permit direct comparison between the survey 

figures and national Census data. Checks of this sort were carried out 

at the outset of this project and showed that the weighted cell sizes were 

close enough to Census Bureau estimates of comparable groups to justify 

the use of NLS numbers as nationally representative. 

1/ A description of the method by which these weight; were constructed 
"äs well as copies of the questionnaires and other information relevant to 
the NLS can be found in the "Base Year and First Follow-Up Data File Users 
Manual" available from the National Center for Education Statistics, 400 
Maryland Avenue, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20202. 
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National Longitudinal Study/The Analysis 

Results derived from the NLS appear throughout these pages, princi- 

pally in the Organization of Individuals section in Chapter 2 and in the 

EBM analysis of Chapter 3. 

The uses of the NLS in the EBM simulation are best explained by the 

'Model Logic1 diagram on p. 44. More generally, the NLS was used to 

measure the relationship between a respondent's intentions and his actual 

behavior. The combination of Base Year and first Follow-Up Surveys made 

the identification of these transitions a matter of certainty. For example, 

by considering the Follow-Up file it was possible to find the exact num- 

ber of Black, 18 year-old high school seniors with grades in the B r.o C 

range who had enlisted. Then, by going back to the Base Year survey, it 

was possible to find how many of these had planned to enlist as far back 

as a year prior to their accession, how many had thought they would defini- 

tely not enlist and so on. These numbers gave an estimate, and a reason- 

ably accurate one, of the corresponding national behavior. An analogous 

identificati» procedure was used to measure the extent of transitions be- 

tween 'first-choice' intended branch of service and the service actually 

joined. The way in which the probabilities derived from these numbers 

were fit into the accession queue model is detailed on pages 41 to 43. 

Besides its focal role in the simulation analysis, the NLS played 

an important part in the identification of the groups which are most 

affected by the G.I. Bill as an enlistment incentive. The variable used 

to discriminate between different levels of G.I. Bill 'pull' was Base 

Year question 46C: "How important was earning money for your education 

or becoming eligible for educational incentives under the G.I. Bill in 

your decision to enter the military?" Groups were isolated from a 

variety of demographic indicators: Age, Race, Intended Branch of Service, 

etc. The results of this analysis appear on pp. 27-33. 
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The Gilbert Youth Attitude/The Survey 

The Gilbert Youth Attitude Surveys were conducted for the Department 

of Defense by Gilbert Youth Research, Inc. They have been administered in 

6-month intervals, usually November and May, since 1971. The samples, each 

of which consisted of about 2,000 sixteen to twenty-one year old civilian 

males, were designated to be nationally representative and were weiqhted 
1/ accordingly.- Some inconsistencies in the weights were detected and will 

be discussed below. 

The actual data was obtained by extensive personal interviews con- 

ducted by a member of the respondent's immediate peer group. Though the 

actual questions have differed from one survey to another, the overall ob- 

jective for DoD has remained the same: to determine the American youth's 

attitude toward the military, his disposition toward enlistment, knowledge 

of currently available benefits and options, reaction to these incentives 

and his response in the event of the termination of a given (e.g., G.I. 

Bill) benefit. Besides these attitudinal questions, the usual demographic 

and socio-economic information was collected as well as some data about the 

respondent's personal history: had any of his family enlisted, what did 

his friends think of the service, etc. 

In May of this year, rather than sponsor a new edition of the sur- 

vey, the Department of Defense purchased six questions in the 1975 Gilbert 

Omnibus Survey. This is a poll conducted by the Gilbert organization 

independently of the Youth Attitude Surveys. The six questions, which 

were of the usual attitude-towards-enlistment type, were accompanied by 

forty-seven demographic variables. 

1/   Information concerning the technical aspects of the weighting and of 
The survey administration, as well as copies of the questions, can be ob- 
tained from Gilbert Youth Research's parent organization: Gilbert Marketing 
Group, Inc., 515 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
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The Gilbert Youth Attitude/The Analysis 

This study has made use of the May 72, 73, 7-  , and 75 (omnibus 

excerpt) editions. The analysis outlined below was replicated on each 

of these surveys. First, the relevant demogrpahic variables were used 

to stratify the sample into appropriate cells (age by race by High 

School grades). Next, the likelihood of enlistment question was used 

to find the percentage within each cell associated with each of the 

codes: definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist, definitely 

enlist, and don't know. These cell distributions, which gave an approxi- 

mation to the probability that a youth with a particular set of demo- 

graphic characteristics would have a certain disposition towards en- 

listment, were then input into the EBM (see the Model Logic diagram on 

page 44). 

The 1975 Omnibus included two likelihood-of-enlistment questions -- 

one under existing circumstances, the other in the event of G.I. Bill 

termination. The distributions of disposition towards enlistment corres- 

ponding to these two questions were the basis of the two queue forecasts 

that measured the impact of G.I. Bill termination. It is important to 

note at this point that the numbers derived from Gilbert were a per- 

centage distribution rather than actual numerical counts. Examination of 

the Gilbert weights showed that they were not in agreement with reliable 

estimates- of the national population. In view of this difficulty, it 

was assumed that such discrepancies were at least systematic, i.e., that 

though numerical counts might not match, corresponding cells should be of 

approximately the same relative size (percentage). This assumption ap- 

pears reasonable in light of the effort made by Gilbert Youth Research to 

poll a nationally representative sample. Census data was used to convert 

this percentage distribution into the numerical one which underlies the 

actual queue estimates. The way in which this was done is explained on 

page 41. 

1/ Derived from the Census Bureau and from the National Center for 
Fducation Statistics. 
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Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Stations   (AFEES)/ The Surveys 

The Department of Defense first began to collect survey data from its 

enlisted accessions in October of 1970. Enlistees were asked to complete 

an anonymous-  questionnaire at the time of their Armed Forces Entrance and 

Examination Stations (AFEES) processing. They were asked questions about their 

background, about the influences behind their enlistment decision and about 

their reaction to hypothetical changes in the recruiting environment, e.g., 

"would you have enlisted if post-Service educational benefits were can- 

celled?" Though the 6 surveys administered since that time have differed 

considerably in sample size, content, and timing, the AFEES questionnaires 

have remained a unique source of detailed information regarding the chan- 

ging attitudes and demographics of the accession pool. In particular, 

their applicability to a study of educational incentives became readily 

apparent from the very beginning of this project. 

Because it was felt that the impact of G.I. Bill termination needed 

to be examined within the setting of an all-volunteer force, only the 3 

surveys gi"en since 1973 were considered: the April - December 73, the 

September 74, and the May 75 AFEES. 

Copies of each of these were obtained and examined, but only the re- 

sults from the most recent survey, the May 75 edition, appear in this re- 

port. It was felt that the timeliness of this data (the questionnaire was 

administered between April 28 and May 9 of this year make it the most 

useful to the forecasting problem that has been the crux of the Educational 

Benefits Analysis. 

The questionnaire was completed by 13,299 respondents from 65 (AFEES) 

stations across the country. The number of forms assigned to each station 

was intended to be proportional to the percentage of total accessions -- 

January to May of 75 — processed by that station. In this way, the sample 

was designed to be representative of the overall accession pool. Devia- 

tions from this design were corrected by constructing normalized weights 

1/ Though names and addresses have never been asked, the last two editions 
of the survey have requested Social Security numbers. 
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which mimicked the composition of the March 75 accessions.- 

Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Stations  (AFEES)/The Analysis 

Three of the analyses described in this study are based on the May 

75 AFEES. The work on grouping incentives presented on pages 

15-22 used the measure of importance assigned to each of fourteen in- 

centives (item 17A - 17W on the questionnaire) to study the underlying 

structure of enlistment motivation. The table on paae 51 which presents 

the proportion of "self-declared" losses- in various sub-groups within 

the accession pool, was obtained by crossinbulating the "importance of 

educational benefits" questions (items 17B and 253) with demographic 

variables (items 1, 2, 3, and 4). Finally, the tables on page 26 rank 

the fourteen incentives and seven enlistment deterrents listed on the sur- 

vey in order of the importance assigned to them by the respondents. These 

values are derived from auestionr T7A-W and 25 A-I. 

19?3 DoD Personnel   i'n-S,yv'.e>:/Thc Survey 

The 1973 LioD Personnel Survey was administered as part of the Office 

of the Secretary of Defense Manpower and Reserve Affairs research program. 

It was the third in a series of omnibus surveys administered in 1969 and 

1971. The main purpose of the survey was to provide information on the 

attitudes of servicemen toward a number of DoD-wide programs and policies. 

This list of issues to be examined included in-Service education, and it is 

in this respect that the survey is germane to the Educational Benefits 

Analysis. 

A total of 24,569 enlisted men and women completed the form A version 

of the survey.(An enlisted form B and Officer forms C and D were also dis- 

tributed but were not used in this study). The respondents were chosen by 

1/ Information regarding the details of the weighting technique and about 
other aspects of the survey as well as copies of the questionnaire them- 
selves can be obtained from the Survey Research Division of MARDAC, 300 N. 
Washington St., Alexandria, VA 22314 
2/ A "self-declared loss" is an individual who endorsed the G.I. Bill in- 
centive as 'very important' in his enlistment decisior. and also claimed that 
he would 'definitely not have enlisted' in the event or u.I. Bill termination. 
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a standard, stratified random-sampling technique. Selection used the last 

field of the social security number as an approximation to a uniform ran- 

dom variable. Weights were assigned by comparing the pay grade distribution 

in the sample with each Service's pay grade frequencies. 

1973 DoD Personnel In-Service/The Analysis 

Work done on the 1973 Personnel survey appears on pages 37 through 40 

under the heading "Reenlistment Intent versus Original Reenlistment Motive". 

The section addresses itself to the reenlistment behavior of recruits who 

listed the G.I. Bill as their strongest accession incentive. This beha- 

vior is investigated by application of Exploratory Data Analysis techniques 

to the distribution of enlisted personnel across a 4 X 2 X 7 table giving 

years of service by reenlistment intent by first reason for entry into the 

military. The three variables correspond to items 12, 22 and 44 respectively 

on the Form A questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX D 

EBM Computer Program 

The Educational Benefits Model was written in BASIC for the 

Honev>/ell 635 system. The model requires 6 input files: 

TRANSITN contains a 12 X 5 matrix of transition probabilities 

from the NLS. 

BRANCH  contains a 48 X 5 matrix which distributes the Input 

data into the 4 Services. 

FACTOR  contains alphanumeric information used in printing 

the scenario. 

ACTUAL  contains a 4 X 4 matrix which distributes from in- 

tended to actual branch of Service. 

The other 2 files are variable and their names are entered during 

execution. These files eacL contain a 12 X 5 matrix from the Gilbert 

Survey data. The total storage requirement for the model and its associa- 

ted files Is 16 LLINKS. A run takes 5.5 minutes and costs $1.37. 
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